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The COVID-19 Pandemic that had a deleterious impact on the global civil aviation
industry, took its toll on the Indian airline industry as well. Fortunately for India, the
intensity of the Pandemic has now subsided to a notable extent allowing the Indian airline industry to resume domestic operations to a great extent. This has brought the much
needed relief not only to the Indian airline industry; but to the general public as well as the
facility of air travel is now readily available albeit with some restrictions. The fact that the
Ministry of Defence has decided to hold the biennial Aero India Air Show at Bengaluru in
the first week of February this year, is a clear indication that the battle against the COVID19 Pandemic has been won!
The global civil aviation industry is embarked on innovation and technological
advancements to radically transform the norms of air travel in 2021. In this issue of SP’s
Airbuz, there is a detailed analysis by Ayushee Chaudhary of SP Guide Publications, of
how the global civil aviation industry proposes to redefine air travel in the future. The
author also analyses how the Tata Group is consolidating its position in the Indian airline industry by increasing its stake in AirAsia India and is in the race to take over the
national carrier Air India that it sold to the government six decades ago. If the Tata
Group does eventually manage to take over Air India, it will be a home-coming for the
national carrier. The Tata Group is certainly moving forward to emerge as a major player
in the Indian airline industry.
Fuel efficiency of engines powering airliners, has a direct impact on the total fuel
consumption which in turn has implications for the operating cost of airlines. This issue
of the magazine carries a detailed analysis by Anil Chopra, of this vital aspect that affects
the economics of airline operations and reviews the measures adopted by the leading
engines manufacturers in the world to address the problem of fuel efficiency of aero
engines and economy of operations.
While foray into the supersonic regime for air travel was initially seen as a significant
step forward for the industry, unfortunately, this major technological breakthrough did
not prove to be a successful venture for a variety of reasons. However, efforts are on in the
global civil aviation industry to once again break into the supersonic regime with airliners
of new design that would meet with both technological and regulatory parameters. This
issue of SP’s Airbuz carries a comprehensive article on the subject by Joseph Noronha.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Airbuz. Welcome aboard and we wish you many
happy landings! Do visit us at Hall-E, Stall: E4.6 at the Aero India Air Show.
Jai Hind!

All rights reserved.
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AIRLINE NEWS
LAUNCH OF FLYBIG – A
REGIONAL AIRLINE

On January 3 this year, India welcomed a
new low-cost regional carrier FlyBig that
undertook its inaugural flight on that day
from Indore to Ahmedabad. This regional
airline that has its headquarters in Indore,
has been founded by Sanjay Mandavia, commercial pilot turned aviation entrepreneur
of Gurugram-based Big Charter Private
Limited who had also placed a qualifying
bid for Jet Airways. The airline received approval from the Directorate General of Civil
Aviation in December 2020 to commence
operations which it did without delay. FlyBig
added flight connecting Indore to Raipur to
its network from January 12 this year and
plans to operate flights from Ahmedabad
to Bhopal from February 1. The airline is
currently operating only three flights a week;
but by the middle of February 2020, it will
enhance its operations to five flights a week.
The regional carrier is also planning to serve
Tier 3 cities such as Bilaspur and Satna from
Bhopal. Currently the regional carrier has on
its inventory one ATR 72 with a seating capacity of 68 passengers in 2-2 configuration
and one De Havilland Canada Dash-8 Q400
with a seating capacity of 78 passengers.
The Q400 aircraft is on wet lease from SpiceJet. The airline organised a “special flight” for
a differently-abled individual on December
31, 2020 in Jabalpur, a city that will be added
to its network in the second stage.
Admittedly, launch of this new regional
carrier has come at a time when the Indian
airline industry is going through difficult
times. Hopefully, the situation should improve in the near future and by connecting
smaller towns, FlyBig should be able to tap
into new markets with burgeoning demand.

AIRLINE FINANCE
MORE AIRLINE FAILURES
AHEAD: AL BAKER

The Chief of Qatar Airways group Akbar Al
Baker predicts more airline failures are in the
horizon, as carriers get complacent about
recovery prospects. Al Baker was speaking
at the opening of the Future Travel Experience APEX virtual expo, where he gave a
wide-ranging keynote address on the postpandemic transformation of air transport.
Asked by BBC World News presenter Aaron
Heslehurst how he would encourage the
aerospace supply chain, which has been
equally hard-hit by the COVID-19 Pandemic,
Al Baker said that governments should
also render support to suppliers, especially

to “highly-specialised, technologically-advanced suppliers”. This was because when
travel demand returns in the post-pandemic
future, “you will need them down the line
again when the industry starts ramping up”,
he said. Al Baker remarked that the industry
was “not out of the woods yet”. “We are not
out into good days again. We will still face
a difficult period going down the line. And
when that happened, all the airlines were
very excited in June and July 2020. And look
what’s happening now. I am predicting that
there will be some more failures, because
people will again get relaxed,” Al Baker notes.

EMPLOYMENT IN US AIRLINES
DIPS TO LOWEST LEVEL

As per data from the US government,
scheduled airlines cut around 37,000 jobs in
the one-month period ending mid-October
2020, bringing the sector’s employment to
the lowest level in at least 30 years. Those
cuts followed the expiration in at the end of
September of US government aid that had
specifically funded payrolls of US airlines.
In mid-October, 22 US carriers employed
3,68,162 full-time staff, down nine per cent
from 4,04,869 in the middle of September,
the US Department of Transportation
(DOT) said on December 11, 2020.
Airlines have not employed so few
people in any month since the DOT started
reporting the figure in January 1990. The
sector’s mid-October employment figure
was down 19 per cent - or about 86,000
jobs – from the 4,54,070 full-time workers employed by airlines one year earlier.
The majority of the September-October
cuts came from four US network carriers,
which employ the most of the group and
which collectively slashed 32,000 jobs in the
period. Low-cost carriers eliminated only
about 1,400 jobs in the one-month period,
while US regional airlines cut 3,100 jobs,
DOT data shows. As per the government’s
Pandemic-relief law passed in March 2020,
$29 billion was available for airlines to pay
staff salaries and benefits. That aid expired
on September 30, 2020.

INDUSTRY NEWS
IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON INDIAN
AVIATION SECTOR

The COVID-19 Pandemic had a massive impact on the Indian aviation sector in 2020.
The government also had to extend the
deadline for submitting bids for Air India
five times during the year. When the Pandemic started spreading across the country,
all scheduled international flights and
domestic passenger flights were suspended

from March 23 and March 25, respectively.
Scheduled domestic flights were restarted
in a limited manner from May 25. The effect
of this disruption can be gauged by the loss
figures of India’s two largest airlines. IndiGo
incurred net losses of `2,884 crore and
`1,194 crore in Q1 and Q2, respectively.
To survive the pandemic-induced crisis,
all airlines took cost cutting measures in
2020 like firings or pay cuts. In April, GoAir
sent the majority of its employees on leave
without pay. Air India had in April, cut the
salaries of its employees by ten per cent. At
the same time, SpiceJet and IndiGo cut the
salaries of all employees by 10 to 30 per cent
and 5 to 25 per cent, respectively. In July,
IndiGo also laid off 10 per cent of its workforce. AirAsia India in April cut the salaries
of its senior employees by up to 20 per cent.
Starting April, Vistara implemented a leavewithout-pay programme for its employees
based on seniority. Currently, the Indian
airlines are operating domestic flights at
around 80 per cent of their pre-COVID levels. The domestic services are expected to
reach their pre-COVID levels by March 2021.
With the coronavirus vaccination likely to
begin from 2021, the Indian aviation sector
is hoping for a much better year ahead as
compared to 2020.

EMBRAER E190 OPERATING
WITH MYANMAR AIRWAYS

On December 21 last year, Myanmar Airways International’s (MAI) first Embraer
E190 commenced operations from Yangon.
In addition, MAI’s second E190 arrived in
the country on December 23, 2020. The airline has expanded its E190 routes to include
nine destinations across the country. There
are now four new E-Jet operators in Asia Pacific since the start of 2020. “Our pilots, cabin crew, maintenance crew and our staff are
proud to take MAI’s E190 to the skies and to
serve our passengers with an enhanced flying experience,” said Saravanan Ramasamy,
Chief Executive Officer of MAI. “We look
forward to a productive partnership with
Embraer. The operation of the E190 marks
yet another important milestone in MAI’s
fleet expansion strategy and domestic jet
network growth. As the demand grows, we
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plan to scale up the frequency of our E190
operations to eight flights a day.”
“The commencement of MAI’s E190
flights will enhance connectivity in Myanmar,” said Raul Villaron, Asia Pacific Vice
President for Embraer Commercial Aviation.
“The airline will benefit from the performance and efficiency of the aircraft and
generous cargo capacity. Passengers will
appreciate the comfort in the cabin. MAI
can operate with full confidence that our
excellent service and support team are here
to support them.” Embraer is the world’s leading manufacturer of commercial aircraft up
to 150 seats with more than 100 customers
globally. For the E-Jets programme alone, Embraer has logged over 1,800 orders and 1,600
aircraft have been delivered. Today, E-Jets are
flying in the fleet of more than 80 customers
in 50 countries. The versatile 70 to 150-seat
family is flying with low-cost regional airlines
as well as with mainline carriers.

ATR DELIVERS TURBOPROP
REGIONAL FREIGHTER TO FEDEX

ATR’s CEO Stefano Bortoli has hailed a “defining moment” for the company as FedEx
Express took delivery of its first purposebuilt turboprop regional freighter. The ATR
72-600F was manufactured in Toulouse,
France and is the first of 30 to be delivered
to FedEx as part of an order made in 2017,
with an option to purchase 20 more. The
aircraft will arrive at Shannon Airport and
will be operated by ASL Airlines Ireland, a
FedEx ATR operator since 2000, as part of
the FedEx Express Feeder fleet. This fleet
aims to provide fast, economical services
to small and medium-sized business areas
around the world.
At a press briefing, Bortoli said that
while 2020 had been an unusual year and
had hit aviation hard, the timing of the
delivery was “perfect” as increased cargo capacity was high in demand. With the changing market and the growth of e-commerce,
the ATR 72-600F offers another “solution for
a growing cargo market, especially regional”,
he said. “We are fully committed to providing regional and sustainable connectivity.
The ATR 72-600F delivers more than just
cargo, it helps support communities, busi-
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Safran has made changes in the functions and responsibilities in respect of members of
the Executive Committee as under:
• Bernard Delpit, Chief Financial Officer, also responsible for Corporate Strategy, Mergers & Acquisitions and Real Estate, has been appointed Group Deputy CEO, effective
January 14, 2021.
• Céleste Thomasson, Executive Vice President, Corporate Secretary, has been named
Corporate Secretary and Group Ethics, effective January 14, 2021.
• Sebastien Weber has been appointed Chief Executive Officer of Safran Aerosystems,
effective January 14, 2021.
• Frédéric Verger has been named Executive Vice President, Chief Digital Officer and
Chief Information Officer of Safran, effective January 21, 2021. He also joins Safran’s
Executive Committee.
• Bruno Durand has been appointed Safran Executive Vice President, Production,
Purchasing and Performance, effective January 14, 2021. He also joins the Group’s
Executive Committee.

BOEING

On January 15, 2021, The Board of Directors of Boeing Company announced the election of Lynne Doughtie as a member of the Board, replacing Caroline Kennedy who has
resigned following three years of dedicated service.

nesses and economies. FedEx is no stranger
to ATR, with over 40 of our turboprops in
their existing fleet. We are proud to continue this collaboration with this world leader
and that they have chosen the ATR 72-600F
as part of their fleet renewal programme.
This sets FedEx at the forefront of responsible aviation with the most fuel-efficient
aircraft currently on the market.”

SIX BOEING 777 FREIGHTERS
FOR CHINA AIRLINES

China Airlines has becomes the 20th operator of the twin-aisle freighter. The company’s Chairman Hsieh Su-Chien stated: “Air
cargo demand has risen in light of the global
pandemic and has played a critical role in
maintaining profitability for our airline despite the downturn in passenger traffic. The
efficiency and capability of the 777 Freighter
enables us to modernise our freighter fleet,
while also allowing us to increase capacity
and open into new markets.” China Airlines
said it was aiming to increase its cargo capacity by 15 per cent in 2021, with plans to

www.spsairbuz.com

launch the 777 Freighter on routes connecting Taipei with North America.
Boeing Senior Vice President of Commercial Sales and Marketing Ihssane
Mounir said: “With the global air cargo fleet
expected to grow by more than 60 per cent
over the next 20 years, the unmatched efficiency of the 777 Freighter will significantly
boost air cargo capabilities of China Airlines
and enable them to scale their world-class
cargo operations. We are honoured to
strengthen our partnership with China Airlines.” Boeing also provides China Airlines
with total life cycle support services to
streamline parts provisioning and flight and
maintenance operations. The entire China
Airlines fleet uses Jeppesen FliteDeck Pro,
which provides access to digital navigation
charts and interactive maps to optimise performance and enhance situational awareness. China Airlines also recently signed an
agreement for airplane health management
(AHM), which tracks real-time airplane
information, providing data and decision
support tools to technicians.

INTERUPS WITHDRAWS FROM
RACE FOR AIR INDIA

Laxmi Prasad, founder of Interups, a company based in the United States, has backed
out from submitting a bid for Air India citing
legal complications. He explained that when
he had electronically submitted an expression of interest (EoI), he had offered 51 per
cent stake to the employees. He further stated “There is one more EoI placed by a group

News

Briefs

of employees. Filing a separate bid with a
common affiliation will bring legal conflict
and there is a possibility of both bids being
rejected as disqualified. To keep the employees bid surviving, we have chosen not
to submit the bid; but we shall extend the
same offer and financial participation that
we otherwise were willing.” On December 14
last year, two other potential bidders — Tata
Sons, a consortium of Air India employees
led by Meenakshi Malik, the airline’s Director, Commercial — besides Interups had
submitted an EoI, electronically.
Prasad went on to say “We have committed in our EOI that we will be spending
substantial money over the next five years in
Aviation and we will ensure to see Air India
gain its slot and position. We will soon be
hosting a virtual meeting inviting all to join
this deep effort we are pursuing in the nation’s interest - let us turn Air India fly high!”
He had plans to resurrect the airline within
five years. According to Prasad, his bid was
supposed to “surprise everyone.” Now, after
withdrawing his bid, Prasad said that he
is still willing to support the employees in
their bid and offer them 51 per cent stake.

REGULATORY AFFAIRS
FAA TO REFORM NEW AIRPLANE
SAFETY APPROVALS

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
has said that it would reform the procedure
of certifying new airplanes in line with
legislation passed by Congress after two
fatal Boeing 737 MAX crashes that killed
346 people. Lawmakers approved sweeping reforms in legislation signed into law by
President Donald Trump that boosts FAA
oversight of aircraft manufacturers, requires
disclosure of critical safety information and
provides new whistleblower protections. The
FAA said in a statement that it “will work to
implement the changes as directed by Congress. The FAA is committed to continuous
advancement of aviation safety and improving our organisation, processes and culture.”
An FAA survey released in August last year
found some safety employees reported
facing “strong” external pressure from the
industry and raised alarms that the agency
does not always prioritise air safety. The law
authorises civil penalties against aviation
manufacturer supervisors who interfere with
employees acting on behalf of the FAA.
The FAA lifted the 20-month grounding
of the Boeing 737 MAX last month and the
aircraft has resumed commercial passenger
flights in the United States (US). The US has
not had a fatal passenger airline crash since
February 2009 and has had only one fatality

due to a US passenger airline accident in
that period. The FAA credited the decline in
fatalities in part “because the FAA established robust information-sharing programmes throughout the aviation industry
that encouraged openness.”

INDIAN CARRIERS NOT TO FLY
CHINESE NATIONALS

As a retaliatory move against China over
its not-so-subtle move to bar Indians from
flying into the country, India has informally
asked all the airlines to not fly in Chinese
nationals. It should be noted that while the
flights between India and China are already
in suspension, Chinese nationals eligible to
travel under the present norms have been
doing so by first flying to third nations which
have an air bubble arrangement with India
and then arriving in the country. A majority
of Chinese nationals flying into India, are
said to be doing so by first flying to Europe.
The move by India comes after the
Chinese restrictions against Indians have
been tightened since November 03 last year.
The nation had then suspended the entry of
foreign nationals from nations including India, even if they held valid Chinese visas or
resident permits. Only diplomats have been
exempted from this restriction. Further,
almost 1,500 Indian seafarers serving on the
international flag merchant vessels, remain
stranded in various Chinese ports. China
has not yet allowed them onshore, even for
the change of crew.

INFRASTRUCTURE
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT IN
NOIDA

Development work on the Noida International Greenfield Airport is progressing as
scheduled. The first flight from the upcoming airport in Jewar is expected to take off
by December 2023 or January 2024. CEO of
Noida International Airport Limited (NIAL),
Arun Vir Singh was quoted in a media report saying that the resettlement, as well as
rehabilitation of over three thousand families who are getting displaced due to the
airport project, is expected to be completed
by May 2021. On December 18, the Chief
Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Yogi Adityanath
had approved the airport’s name, design
and logo. The airport will be developed by
Switzerland-headquartered private company Zurich Airport International AG while
the project’s development will be monitored
by NIAL, a nodal agency floated by the state
government of UP.
The airport’s concession agreement was
signed on October 7, 2020 and the project’s

master plan was to be submitted within the
next 60 days. On December 04, the project’s
master plan was submitted to the Ministry
of Civil Aviation for its comments. Once it is
sent back by the Ministry, the NIAL Board
will take it up for approval after which the
airport’s construction and development
work would begin. Flight operations are
scheduled to commence within three years
of the signing of the concession agreement. According to officials, the upcoming
Jewar airport, in the first phase, the airport
will have two runways and a capacity for
handling 12 million passengers per annum.
Eventually, the airport will have five runways and a capacity of 70 million passengers
per annum when completed at an estimated
cost of `29,560 crore. The rehabilitation
and resettlement of these displaced families
whose land has been acquired, will cost the
government around `350 crore.

BIAL WON’T MAKE BOTH
RUNWAYS CAT III B-COMPLIANT

Here is another casualty of COVID-19.
The dip in air traffic movement due to the
pandemic has resulted in the Bangalore International Airport Limited operator of the
Kempegowda International Airport (KIA),
shelving its plans to make both its runway
CAT III B compliant. A CAT I runway helps
a pilot land with a visibility of 550m while
CAT III B runway allows flights to operate
in visibility down to 50m. The precision
approach comes into play in the winter
season when the skies are foggy. While work
is on towards making the South Runway
CAT III B-compliant, the airport operator
has decided to drop its earlier plan to install
CAT III B facility for the North Runway. The
North Runway is the old runway which is
currently being refurbished and the South
Runway is the new runway which is now
operational.
During the evaluation stage last year,
BIAL while undertaking the North Runway’s
refurbishment work, had planned commissioning of Cat-III AGL system for the runway. As per BIAL spokesperson “BIAL had
initially evaluated installation of the CAT
III B facility for both runways at KIA based
on pre-COVID -19 traffic demand. However, based on the outcome of stakeholder
consultations and considering the drop
in traffic due to the Pandemic, the North
Runway, currently under refurbishment, will
remain CAT I compliant.” Further stating
that as low visibility situations at the airport
are limited to a specific period of time in a
year, BIAL decided to drop plans to make
both runways CAT IIIB compliant as one
CAT I runway should suffice for seamless
operations in the near term.

•
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Supersonic
Airliners

Although the aviation
industry has been severely
hit by the coronavirus
pandemic, the nascent field
of high-speed civil aviation
is one area that is recording
noteworthy progress

on the Horizon
  by Joseph Noronha

S

eventeen years – that is how long commercial aviation has been stuck in the subsonic flight regime
after British Airways ended Concorde flights in October
2003. In a world obsessed with speed and timesaving,
that is remarkable. After all, the prospect of flying from
London to New York in three and a quarter hours instead of the
current seven hours or from San Francisco to Tokyo in five and a
half hours instead of 11, would strongly appeal to most travellers.
That is why several companies are racing to get their supersonic jets to the market. These include Boom Supersonic’s Overture Mach 2.2 airliner, Aerion Supersonic’s AS2 Mach 1.4 Business
Jet and Spike Aerospace whose S-512 Mach 1.6 aircraft has both
Business Jet and commercial possibilities. And in August 2020,
Virgin Galactic announced plans to collaborate with Rolls-Royce
to build a Mach 3 airliner. In fact, although the aviation industry
has been severely hit by the coronavirus pandemic, the nascent

field of high-speed civil aviation is one area that is recording noteworthy progress. But can the supersonic hopefuls overcome the
stiff challenges they face?
BAN THE BOOM. Concorde entered commercial service
simultaneously with Air France and British Airways on January 21,
1976. However, it was soon slapped with stiff operational restrictions that forced it to stay subsonic overland. Many countries
completely prohibit supersonic passenger overflights because of
the booms they generate. But over the last decade or two, aerodynamic shaping technology has succeeded in making sonic booms
more benign. The International Civil Aviation Organisation
(ICAO) and the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) are
reviewing the restrictions placed on civilian supersonic planes. In
January this year, the FAA issued a “final rule” to facilitate the safe
development of such aircraft. Once the review is completed, by

PHOTOGRAPH: Aerion Supersonic

AS2 Aerion Supersonic
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2025, some restrictions will probably be eased. The FAA’s decision
will likely be based in part on NASA’s Mach 1.4 X-59 Quiet Supersonic Transport (QueSST) project. The Lockheed Martin X-59
aims to prove that it can operate generating only a 75 Perceived
Level decibel (PLdB) “thump” on the ground – as loud as closing
a car door. It has a long skinny fuselage so as to spread the shockwaves out and reduce their impact earthwards. It also has most
of its external features above to make the shockwaves emanate
upwards, not downwards. Further, an “aft deck” under the engine
nozzle prevents shockwaves from the exhaust from travelling
downwards. From 2022 onwards, the X-59 will undergo a series
of supersonic flight tests to demonstrate low-boom technologies.
Thereafter, community-response flight testing is scheduled over
several US cities to evaluate the perceived noise generated by
X-59 flights. Similar research is planned in Europe.
Apart from meeting the latest noise standards, supersonic
passenger jets will need to run entirely on Sustainable Alternative Fuel (SAF) if these are to have any hope of countering the
objections raised by green activists. In fact, environmentalists
are already gearing up to fight supersonic airliners tooth and
nail, since such aircraft produce far more emissions than conventional aeroplanes. On their part, the manufacturers are planning to leverage offsets to claim that their offerings are 100 per
cent sustainable.

1,900 km. Boom plans to conduct the world’s first 100 per cent carbon-neutral flight test programme on the aircraft. The XB-1 will
undergo taxi tests in Colorado before being transported to Mojave,
California, for flight tests later in 2021. The programme aims to
quickly learn about cost-savings, safety, and efficiency of supersonic operations and also prove the aerodynamics of Boom’s Ogive
delta wing and engine inlet design across the low-speed, transonic
and high-speed regimes. It will also serve to validate production
and commercial viability of the $200 million supersonic Overture.
Overture, for which Rolls-Royce is the chosen propulsion
partner, has a planned first flight in 2026. It is 51.8m long and has
a wingspan of 18.2m. It will carry between 65 and 85 passengers
at Mach 2.2 when it enters service around 2030. Boom already has
pre-orders for 30 jets from Japan Airlines and Virgin. In another
sign of confidence, Boom has signed a contract with the US Air
Force to design a future supersonic “Air Force One” – the jet that
will fly the US President.

 AN OVERTURE IN MINIATURE. As yet, no full-scale
supersonic flight prototype has been built. However, a significant
step forward was taken by Boom Supersonic in October 2020
when it unveiled the prototype of a supersonic aircraft named
XB-1. The XB-1 is a one-third scale model of Boom’s planned Overture supersonic passenger jet. Powered by three GE J85 engines,
the 21m long demonstrator has a wingspan of 6.40m and will fly
two test pilots at Mach 2.2 (about 2,700 kmph) over a distance of

 AERION’S AMBITIONS. Aerion Supersonic has long been
the national leader in the civil supersonic sweepstakes. But its
AS2 Business Jet is years behind schedule. The re-designed AS2
finally wrapped up low and high-speed wind tunnel testing in
November 2020. Its first test flight is now planned for 2025 so as
to reach the market by 2027. One hurdle that supersonic aspirants
face is that no current engine can meet noise restrictions, emission limits and operational reliability over thousands of hours of

Environmentalists are already
gearing up to fight supersonic
airliners tooth and nail
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Quiet Supersonic Technology (QueSST)
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Boom’s supersonic demonstrator aircraft XB-1

high-speed flight. Aerion’s key advantage, therefore, is General
Electric’s promise of the Affinity turbofan that should do just that.
Affinity is a new engine with 20,000 pounds thrust and special
acoustic linings to limit takeoff noise. It will help the AS2 meet
Stage 5 Airplane Noise Standards, currently the most stringent
landing and takeoff noise regulations. It will also make the AS2
the first supersonic aircraft to use only synthetic fuel.
Cruising at Mach 1.4 at 57,000 feet without fuel-guzzling afterburners, the AS2 will fly New York to London in just four hours.
Aerion believes that its “boomless cruise” technology will make
the sonic boom refract off a denser, lower layer of air, never reaching the ground. For this, real-time weather information will play
a crucial role. However, Aerion still plans to fly the AS2 subsonic
overland and supersonic over water at least initially, thus freeing
it from dependence on lifting the current ban. It estimates a market for 300 supersonic Business Jets and already has a $3.5 billion
order backlog under its belt. Long-term, Aerion sees the AS2 as a
stepping stone to a larger AS3 airliner.

PHOTOGRAPH: Boom Supersonic

 SPIKE AND VIRGIN. Spike Supersonic aims to tap both
the business and commercial market segments. Its 18-seat Mach
1.6 S-512 jet will feature a low sonic boom over land and could
be developed either as a Business Jet or commercially or both.
Spike is building the S-512 with composite materials lighter than
aluminium and capable of tolerating higher temperatures. It

The technological problems
of supersonic airliners can
probably be resolved fairly soon
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also plans to modify an existing engine to save time and costs.
Whether or not it succeeds, remains to be seen. In a surprise
announcement in August 2020, Virgin Galactic said that it will
team up with Rolls-Royce to create a supersonic delta-wing commercial aircraft that will carry between nine and 19 passengers
and reach speeds of Mach 3 above 60,000 feet. The project is still
in the initial planning stage.
 THE WINNER TAKES ALL. The technological problems
of supersonic airliners can probably be resolved fairly soon. More
worryingly, the aerospace industry is in dire straits due to the pandemic, with numerous airliner orders either delayed or cancelled.
Yet, the supersonic aspirants feel that since time is a precious and
irreplaceable commodity, there will always be takers for their jets.
They believe the market will return to near-normal around 2025
and demand for supersonics will surge.
Other experts are not so sanguine. For instance, Richard
Aboulafia, an aerospace analyst with the Teal Group, is quoted
as saying, “Supersonic Business Jets remain an intriguing idea.
Supersonic airliners remain unlikely.” He perhaps has based his
opinion on the fact that supersonic flights would need to offer
only first-class fares to be financially viable.
Although optimists identify up to 500 possible routes for supersonic flights (many limited to subsonic overland), the number of
city pairs with sufficient travellers willing to pay first-class fares, is
limited. There is also the problem of funding the huge development
costs of supersonic airliners. It is by no means clear that there will
be enough investors to get all these wannabes off the ground and
into the market. More likely, there will be an early shakeout leaving
only one or two strong players in the field. And everyone knows
that whichever supersonic jet reaches the market first, will have a
clear advantage over its competitors. The race has begun! SP
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Travel
transitions
in 2021

From contactless checkin to biometric gateways,
cabin cleaning, increased
collaboration, domestic
travel, common travel digital
passport, travelling in 2021 and
beyond comes decked up with
innovations

  by Ayushee Chaudhary
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SITA’s SDN portfolio allows multiple airlines, ground handlers and other tenants to access the same virtualised infrastructure in the cloud
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hile 2020 will certainly be remembered for the pandemic, stalled travel operations,
and the challenging year that it was, it also was a
year synonymous with adaptability, innovation. As
operations start to resume, there is a new normal
that everyone is getting accustomed to. From social-distancing
to contactless activities, from thermal scanning devices to masks
and face shields, travel has some new rules attached. As the industry begins operations with the hope for recovery, we look at some
of the trends that are and will transform air travel in 2021.

Cabin care. As hygiene becomes the top most concern
for any airline to gain passenger confidence, transformations in
cabin cleanliness with advanced and frequent technological innovations. There has been a spotlight on the HEPA (High-efficiency
particulate air) filters that are said to deliver the standard of air
quality normally found in hospital operating theatres. Certain airlines are also considering to introduce separators, dividers or head
shields attached to the seat as well as enhanced cleaning services
to disinfect the cabins. Increasingly, more airlines like Qatar Airways and JetBlue are turning to ultraviolet cabin cleaning system.
SP’S AIRBUZ • Issue 1 • 2021
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Dassault Systèmes’ Virtual Twin technology

One of the examples of this system is the UV Cabin System, developed by Honeywell. It is a portable ultraviolet-c light (UVC) device
that is roughly the size of an aircraft beverage cart, can cover an
entire mid-sized airline cabin in less than 10 minutes.

PHOTOGRAPH: Dassault Systèmes

Increase in domestic tourism & regional
connectivity. As international travel still remains suspended in some parts of the world, domestic tourism is gathering popularity and preference among travelers. With this regional
airlines are also gaining momentum as air travel is still considered
to be safer than any other mode of public transportation. This is
also giving rise to new airlines coming up to connect more places
beyond the major metro cities within the country, and also adding to the point-to-point traffic commute especially among the
low cost carriers. Many airlines around the globe are also adopting to seasonal routes to avail the festive opportunities.
The Centre for Asia-Pacific Aviation (CAPA) India predicted
that the Indian airlines industry is heading towards consolidation
and it could result in a 2-3 airline system in the near to medium
term. CAPA India also foresees the cap on air fares for domestic
travel to continue at least for the first half of 2021 and expects
international flights to continue under the air bubble arrangements for the foreseeable future.
A Common Travel Pass. The International Air
Transport Association (IATA) and International Airlines Group
(IAG) have been working together to come up with the IATA
Travel Pass, a digital health pass. To support the safe reopening of
borders, IATA Travel Pass will manage and verify the secure flow
of necessary testing or vaccine information among governments,
airlines, laboratories and travelers. The IATA Travel Pass incorporates four open sourced and interoperable modules which
can be combined for an end-to-end solution. The four include
global registry of health requirements; global registry of testing /
10
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vaccination centers; Lab App to enable authorised labs and test
centers to securely share test and vaccination certificates with
passengers; and the Contactless Travel App - enables passengers
to (1) create a ‘digital passport’, (2) receive test and vaccination
certificates and verify that they are sufficient for their itinerary,
and (3) share testing or vaccination certificates with airlines and
authorities to facilitate travel. This app can also be used by travelers to manage travel documentation digitally and seamlessly
throughout their journey, improving travel experience.
IATA has already partnered with Etihad Airways to launch
the IATA Travel Pass for Etihad Airways’ guests. The IATA Travel
Pass, that will allow passengers to create a ‘digital passport’, will
initially be offered to Etihad Airways guests on selected list in the
first quarter of 2021. If successful, the pass will be extended to
other destinations on the Etihad network. The IATA also partnered with Emirates to become one of the first airlines in the
world to trial IATA Travel Pass – a mobile app to help passengers
easily and securely manage their travel in line with any government requirements for COVID-19 testing or vaccine information.
The development of a digital identity expected to replace the

Passenger flow management
technologies allow realtime passenger monitoring
and actionable insights for
airports to understand and
manage passenger movement
throughout the airport
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Biometric Check-In

traditional passport through another approach like a Digital Travel
Credential (DTC) is also being explored and progressed by key industry bodies like International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO).

PHOTOGRAPH: Star Alliance

Sustainability. As the focus of the hour shifts to safe
travels, the industry continues to keep sustainability on the table.
Going further, sustainable travel is also likely to garner more attention
and implementation. Towards the end of 2020, the IATA 76th Annual
General Meeting (AGM) unanimously approved a resolution re-confirming the airlines’ unwavering commitment to safely and sustainably re-connect the planet. The resolution called on governments to
aid the industry in reaching its 2050 goal of cutting emissions to half
of 2005 levels while exploring pathways to net zero carbon emissions
through economic stimulus investments in commercialising Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF), and work with airlines to ensure safety
standards and critical skills are maintained, both during the crisis
and in the subsequent re-start and scale-up of operations.
Agile Airport infrastructure. To allow airports
to understand and manage passenger movement throughout the
airport, passenger flow management technologies such as SITA
Airport Management are providing real-time passenger monitoring and actionable insights. This is likely to become a necessity to
manage crowd density and social distancing during daily operations. Passenger flow management technologies provide realtime passenger monitoring and actionable insights for airports
to understand and manage passenger movement throughout the
airport. Making use of technologies like SITA's Information Display System will add layers of communication to let passengers
have a smooth experience throughout their airport journey. To
respond to the changing demands post-pandemic, innovation in
software defined networks (SDN) is also being explored for more
resilient and agile airport operations. For instance, SITA’s SDN
portfolio allows multiple airlines, ground handlers, and other ten-

ants to access the same virtualised infrastructure in the cloud,
delivering more scalable and agile connectivity.
Another example is Dassault Systèmes’ Virtual Twin technology that will enable airports to achieve their innovation and
collaboration goals while keeping passengers safe, healthy, and
secure. Using the Virtual Twin’s simulation capabilities, airport
teams can perform virtual testing to combat situations like the
COVID-19 pandemic with use cases, such as validating the efficiency and effectiveness of open ventilators, the twin can also
highlight potential cross-infection areas in the airport and related
impacts on passengers and their surroundings.
Netherlands’ based BAGTAG, is making way to resume operations safely by implementing Electronic Bag Tags (EBT). The EBTs
reduce the need for check-in staff by 50-90 per cent, creating costsaving opportunities for airlines; remove the need for physical
touch points, leading to effective social distancing. Many airports
globally like China Southern, Lufthansa, Austrian, Swiss, KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines and others have made use of EBTs.
The Hudson group is planning to add Amazon’s Just Walk Out
technology to some of the popular convenience stores at airports.
Amazon’s Just Walk Out technology will allow such customers to
quickly enter Hudson stores, take products off shelves and walk out
without standing in lines. The Just Walk Out system will automatically charge consumers’ credit cards, with receipts available by email
without having to face the hassle of standing in a packed queue.
The pandemic has most certainly accelerated the biometric technology. Now, facilities ranging from Ethiopian Airlines’
new terminal expansion at Addis Ababa to Singapore’s famous
Changi International are embracing contactless gateways that
are unlocked by passenger smartphones and biometrics such as
facial and iris recognition.
Many more such experiments, innovations and technological
advancements are under way to become a reality soon and transform the norms of air travel in 2021 and for all the years ahead. SP
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Air India Boeing 787 Dreamliner

Tata group
riding the ambitious
aviation arc

Having raised its stake
in AirAsia India, alongside
operating Vistara, Tata Group is
a strong bidder for Air India too

  by Ayushee Chaudhary

PHOTOGRAPH: Boeing
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s the entire aviation industry grapples with
uncertainty and hopes for recovery, the Indian aviation industry seems to be preparing for a distinct ride.
Where on one hand we have airlines coping with sustaining themselves, the Tata group appears to be on
an ambitious arc to ace the aviation sector in the nation.
In one of its recent report, aviation consultancy firm, Centre
for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA) India highlighted some trends
that the Indian aviation industry is likely to witness. One of the
important points put forth by CAPA India was that the Indian
airlines industry is heading towards consolidation and it could
result in a 2-3 airline system in the near to medium term.
At present, the Tata group indeed presents a likely evidence
for this prediction by CAPA. Tata Sons had recently marked this
New Year with a raise in its stake in AirAsia India. Tata Group had
increased its holding in the India-based joint venture with AirAsia
that started in 2014, to about 84 per cent from 51 per cent, having

12
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bought an additional 32.67 per cent stake from AirAsia Berhad at
about `276.69 crore. The Tatas also possess a call option of buying
out the remaining 16.33 per cent, under the share-purchase pact.
Currently, Tata already operates the Vistara airline in partnership
with Singapore Airlines owning a 51 per cent stake in the full service carrier. In addition to these, Tata Sons is reportedly a serious
contender for the national carrier Air India. The winning bidder
for Air India will also acquire its profit-making and low-cost subsidiary, Air India Express.
If Air India returns to the Tata Group, that had sold the airline
to the government over six decades ago, the Tatas have a strong

Tatas can also gain monopoly
on international routes
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Singapore Airlines have a joint venture with the Tata for Vistara Airlines

chance to become the second largest player in the Indian domestic aviation market, IndiGo being the market leader. Tatas can
also gain monopoly on international routes, going by the current
scenario, especially given the absence of Jet Airways. The space
for an Indian carrier remains significantly absence in the international routes.
In a report last year, the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) had also stated that if the Tatas bag Air India and
eventually consolidate their aviation interests, their likely domestic market share would be about 23 per cent. That would make
it a formidable number two in the Indian aviation market. The
consolidation can also come around with all the three airlines
being merged under one brand, all of which though depends on
number of factors including the COVID-19 situation, routes available, the balance sheets, agreement with the Singapore Airlines,
the government, etc. If the consolidation takes place, the Indian
aviation can transform from a six player industry to a four-player
one comprising the Tatas, IndiGo, SpiceJet and GoAir. The Tatas
would then have domestic market share of about 23 per cent (Air
India 10.3 per cent, Vistara 6.3 per cent and AirAsia India 6.6 per
cent as on November 2020).
Owned by Malaysian businessman Tony Fernandes, AirAsia has had a challenging year, trying to sail through the COVID
pandemic amid cash burns. The Malaysia-based budget carrier,
posted its biggest-ever quarterly loss in August and recently shut
down its Japanese subsidiary. Going further, the aviation industry
does not seem to witness a sudden boost, rather as CAPA India
put it, airlines will have to carry the costs of a large proportion of
their fleet remaining grounded, especially those that were earlier
deployed on international routes.
InterGlobe Aviation Ltd, which runs IndiGo, is the market leader with a daunting share of 53.9 per cent. Of course,
for consolidation, it is essential that the Tatas first simplify the

complex structures with its partners in existing airlines, and
progress on that front will be keenly watched. “A strategic consolidation among Indian airlines is inevitable and could result
in the total number of airlines coming down from six,” CAPA
India stated.
While the Tatas will gain a strong position in the sector if the
acquisition of Air India comes through, it will be quite a challenge
for them to navigate the three especially when Vistara and AirAsia India have together lost around $845m, according to the Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA), with COVID-19 exacerbating
the challenges facing the airline industry.
But the past record of Tata’s aviation industry makes way for
hope. The Tatas’ aviation history can be traced back to more than
80 years ago. It was in 1932 that JRD Tata undertook India’s first
air service flight and went on to become the pioneer of civil aviation in the country In 1953, Tata Airlines, which was founded by
JRD Tata, was nationalised and became Air India.
From Tata Air Lines and the long-since nationalised Air India
to strategic joint ventures with AirAsia Berhad and Singapore
Airlines (SIA) for AirAsia India and Vistara, respectively, Tata has
had a constant presence in the aviation industry. The two joint
venture airlines operate independently with their respective business models — low-cost (AirAsia) India and full-service (Vistara).
Vistara scaled up its operations significantly in 2019 by adding nine Boeing 737-800NG aircraft to its fleet and taking the final
count of aircraft to 31 which helped the airline expand its network
by more than 50 per cent.
AirAsia India commenced operations in 2014 and has
23 aircraft; it flies to 21 destinations across India with 630+
weekly flights. Into its fifth year of operations, AirAsia India
has ambitions now to connect more Tier II and Tier III cities
within the Indian subcontinent and a long-term view of going
international. SP
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Tata’s Stake Climb Up
The Ladder In Indian
Aviation Industry
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Tata group increased its
holdings in AirAsia India to 84
per cent

hile everyone is busy ringing in hope- challenges especially the ones that have lately been incurred with
ful celebrations for 2021, Tata Group took the cel- the global pandemic. According to the Centre for Asia Pacific Aviebrations a notch up as it announced about the ation (CAPA), Vistara and AirAsia India have together lost around
increase of its stake in the budget carrier, AirAsia $845m through March this year.
India. Tata Group, hopes to enhance its role in
The airline stated that since the start of the Covid-19 panIndia’s airline industry, had also put in a bid for the national car- demic, aviation has been one of the hardest hit industries. “Airrier, Air India.
lines around the world have cancelled flights and grounded
According to the reports, Tata Group will increase its hold- planes and AirAsia India (AAI) is no exception. Due to this, the
ing in the India-based joint venture with AirAsia, that started in directors expect further capital requirements for AAI. As India is
2014, to about 84 per cent from 51 per cent, having bought an a non-core market for AirAsia (being a non-ASEAN country), the
additional 32.67 per cent
company will continue
stake from AirAsia Berto regularly re-assess
had at `276.69 crore.
its business strategies
AirAsia Group Berand dispose of non-core
had (AirAsia Group)
investments to augment
announced the disposal
its liquidity,” it stated.
of 32.67 per cent of its
President (Airlines)
equity shares in AirAsia
of AirAsia Group, Bo
(India) Limited (AAI) held
Lingam said, “This transby the Group’s whollyaction is in line with
owned subsidiary, AirAour initiatives towards
sia Investment Limited
reducing cash utilisation
(AAIL), bringing its sharefor the Group and will
holding in AAI down to
allow us to use cash to
16.33 per cent.
grow market share in our
Owned by Malaysian
core markets in ASEAN,
AirAsia India
businessman Tony Ferparticularly in Malaysia,
nandes, AirAsia has had
Thailand, Indonesia and
a challenging year, trying to sail through the COVID pandemic the Philippines as well as for our future expansion into Camboamid cash burns. The Malaysia-based budget carrier, posted its dia, Myanmar and Vietnam. AirAsia Group has been reviewing
biggest-ever quarterly loss in August and recently shut down its its forward business strategy regularly, including its investment
Japanese subsidiary. Reportedly Tata is paying AirAsia around in AAI. This transaction will ensure strict cost containment for
$38 million for the increased stake in the low cost carrier, AirAsia AirAsia Group in the short term, and strengthen our presence in
India (AAI). With such a large share control, Tata will also have a ASEAN while continuing our market dominance for travel from
stronger say in the significant manner of running the airline in a ASEAN to India and North Asia. India will remain an important
competitive market like India.
market for AirAsia.”
Tata currently operates Vistara airline in partnership with
Headquartered in Bengaluru, AAI flies to 19 domestic destiSingapore Airlines owning a 51 per cent stake in the full service nations across India with 30 Airbus A320 aircraft. AirAsia opercarrier, seems to be in a strong lead to secure Air India which is ates over 100 weekly flights from Malaysia and Thailand to nine
presently on sale by the Indian government. The national airline destinations in India. Meanwhile, international services to India
was originally found by Tata group in 1932 but was sold to the gov- from Malaysia and Thailand will resume in the future after travel
ernment in the 1950s. Additionally, it was AirAsia and Singapore restrictions are lifted and borders with India are reopened, the
Airlines that were the first two foreign investments in the aviation airline informed.
sector in India after the government had allowed foreign direct
As the industry is holding on to innovation and collaboration
investment of 49 per cent by foreign airlines in domestic carriers.
to sustainably come out of the pandemic year, many transformaThese recent happenings direct Tata Group towards a sig- tions, challenges and new ventures await especially for the avianificant position in the aviation sector in the country. While that tion industry. SP
does seem to be a positive side of things and a major step to con—By Ayushee Chaudhary
solidate the company’s aviation business, it won’t come without
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Operations

Aircraft

The clearly defined lines that separated the wide-bodies from the narrow-bodies are slowly getting erased with A321neo XLR

Blurring
Distinction
Between Narrow-Body
and Wide-Body Airliners

The major benefit which
will emerge is that terribly
busy hubs will de-congest
with the number of transiting
passengers reducing drastically
as the layovers at the hubs will
be done away with

  by Ajit Agtey
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e are living in very interesting times and are
in a position to see and experience major changes
happening in the world of aviation. The changes
are essentially improvements, which happened
incrementally, but if you see a decade or a quarter
of a century, the changes are huge. Aviation, both, the civil and
military arena has undergone a sea change in the last half a century. The shape, size and capability in terms of altitude, speed and
weight of airplanes has reached unbelievable proportions.
These developments have happened primarily because the
sheer number of people travelling has exploded. Due to increase in
demand, technology has been driven to develop, lighter, stronger and
more durable materials, fuel efficient engines, fly-by-wire controls,
autonomous navigation systems, and satellite communications systems. The explosion in microprocessor technology has brought in
avionics and equipment of unbelievable capability and reliability.
There has been an increase in the number of people travelling because the average person has a larger disposable income

and the cost of tickets has been steadily falling; added to this,
the entry of the Low Cost Carriers that bank on a “no-frills” and
higher load factor travel model - have together created an astronomical demand for airliners. This brings us to the fundamentals
of what kind of airliners are needed to service this demand. It will
become amply clear that there are three types of stage lengths,
short, medium and long routes and three types of traffic densities. To this, one can now add yet another classification, which
exists in small numbers only and that is the ULTRA LONG route.
To effectively service these diverse requirements, the operators
would necessarily need four different types of airliners. Regional
Jets are for small capacity and short to medium distance routes,
typically in the order of 110 to 120 passengers, over a stage length
of up to 200 nautical miles. The medium-sized, single-aisle (narrow-body) airliners with a capacity for 150 to 180 passengers are
for medium distance routes up to 1,000 nautical miles. The twinaisle (wide-body) airliners 220-350 passengers for long routes up
to 4,000 nautical miles and finally, the twin-aisle airliners capable
SP’S AIRBUZ • Issue 1 • 2021
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Narrow Body Airbus A320neo

of flying the ultra long routes of around 8,000 nautical miles, with
flying time in the order of 15 to 18 hours.
The choice of airliners to be used on a particular route
depends on various factors as under:
l
Stage length.
l
Passenger traffic density on the route.
l
Capability of the aerodrome to handle the airplane.
l
Frequency of the flights.
Essentially, one could use any airliner on any route, whatever
the stage length, depending upon the passenger load factor. No
operator would like to operate the airplane half-empty. So, for all
practical purposes, it is the load factor that determines the choice
of the type of airplane used. However, there are some technical
constraints that come into the picture. The technical life of the
airliners, in addition to flying hours, is also governed by cycles. So
if one uses an ultra-long haul airplane on short sectors, one may
run out of airplane life based on cycles.
The long routes, in excess of five to six hours were beyond the
capability of the single aisle airplanes in terms of range, so the
Regional Jets and single-aisle airliners were, in a manner of speaking, ruled out of the niche area of long routes, which are typically
akin to international routes. They became the sole domain of the
twin-aisle airplanes. In effect, short routes became the domain of
regional jets, medium-stage length routes for the single-aisle, narrow-body, medium-haul airliners and the intercontinental routes
got reserved for the twin-aisle, wide-body airplanes. The ‘ultra
long haul routes’ which were and still are few and far between,
were the sole domain of the few ultra long haul airplanes.
This actually created a completely unique operational philosophy. Passengers wanting to fly to intercontinental destinations had
to perforce fly in to airports from which they could take a flight to
the desired international airport. On arrival at point of entry, if that
was not the final destination, they had to take another flight to the
destination. So one had to fly along a spoke to a hub and upon arrival,
then fly from a hub along a spoke to the destination. That is how the
‘Hub-and-Spoke’ operations began. It was undoubtedly efficient and
optimised use of resources, but it also had its share of problems.
16
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ENTER THE NEO. Airbus launched the ‘neo’ on the A320
family on December 1, 2010. Though neo stands for “New Engine
Option” - the A320neo family comprised quite a few airframe modifications in addition to the new engines. The engine options were
the CFM Leading Edge Aircraft Propulsion (LEAP) and the Pratt
& Whitney 1000/1100 engine series. The benefits of the two, aerodynamic modifications and the new engine put together, gave an
overall efficiency of an unbelievable, 20 per cent. This enabled the
A320 to achieve a range of 3,600 nautical miles with 180 passengers and the A321, an unbelievable range of 4,000 nautical miles
with 220 passengers in a two-class configuration. In this configuration, it was in somewhat the same league as the smaller wide-body
airplanes. Its own older brother, the A330-200 could carry 220 passengers in two-class configuration. Only the A330-200 ran at 230
tonne compared to the sub-100 tonne of the A321. Undoubtedly,
the A330 could fly over a much longer distance, but 4,000 nautical
miles enabled the A321neo to go trans-Atlantic with the same passenger load as the A330. This was the game changer.
Armed with a very positive feedback from the market, Airbus
went boldly ahead with the development of the A321neo XLR. To
give a very simple comparison of the range capability of three neo
siblings is as follows A321neo +15 per cent equals A321 LR +15
per cent equals A321neo XLR. The A321neo XLR would weigh 101
tonne, carry 220 passengers in two-class configuration with full
flat beds in Business Class, over a range of 4,700 nautical miles. To
spell out its capability in flesh and blood terms, Chennai to London
Heathrow is 4,450 nautical miles. Hence from any airport in India
to London and therefore, any airport in Europe becomes a normal
operating non-stop flight. London to New York across the Atlantic is barely 3,000 nautical miles. Flights across the Atlantic can
be operated with 220 passengers in a two-class configuration by a
single-aisle airplane with sub-100 tonne AUW. Put simply, it will be
carrying the passenger load of an entry level wide-body airliner.
To draw meaningful comparisons, an A330-200 in erstwhile Jet
Airways configuration, carried 220/256 passengers in two classes.
The A321neo XLR would be doing about the same. However, the
A330 weighed 230 tonne and the A321neo XLR would weigh 101
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tonne. The complement of cockpit crew and cabin crew would
remain the same, so would the other ancillary expenses. The savings are going to be on the operating costs. One does not need
a calculator or higher mathematics to determine that the fuel
and operating costs of a 230-tonne machine versus a 101-tonne
machine are going to be significantly higher.
On the face of it, a difference in passenger carrying capability, and the range of the airplane on a large number of sectors, of
up to ten hours stage length, is non-existent. The clearly defined
lines that separated the wide-bodies from the narrow-bodies are
slowly getting erased. Longer sectors beyond 12 hours duration are
referred to as ‘Ultra Long Haul’ and these will remain the exclusive
domain of the wide-bodies, at least in the foreseeable future.
Despite the fact that seats in Economy and Business class
would be roughly the same, equipped with individual seat ‘In
Flight Entertainment’, the comfort level of the wide-body versus
a narrow-body can never be duplicated. The free-aisle space to
walk around, the greater number of toilets and some free areas to
lounge around will simply not be available. Especially since moving around on one’s feet is a recommended activity on long flights.
On an A330, the standard seating in Economy class is eight abreast
in a 2-4-2 configuration. A passenger is never more than one seat
away from the aisle. On a narrow-body, the typical seating is 3-3.
The window seat occupant is two seats away from the aisle. This
discomfort is something the passengers will have to bear.
COVID-19 PANDEMIC. In March this year, the world was
hit with the COVID-19 pandemic. The very first precaution all
governments took was to stop air travel. All aviation activity
was brought to a complete halt. Even now, in India the domestic
flights are permitted up to 70 per cent of pre-Covid level. International travel remains severely restricted. All industries across the
board have taken a hit, but the biggest sufferers are the airlines.
As an immediate fallout, the ‘Jumbo’ (Boeing 747) and the ‘Super
Jumbo’ (A380) have been pushed into premature retirement by
virtually all operators. The largest airplanes in the skies today
are the Boeing 777 and A350 XWB, which are being dubbed as

the “mini-jumbos”. Slightly smaller are the Boeing 787 and A330.
Almost there to compete, is the Airbus A321neo XLR and in the
foreseeable future, the Boeing 737 MAX-10. These two single aisle
airplanes are muscling their way in and competing with the widebody airplanes in terms of seating capability.
Undoubtedly, the competing wide-body airplanes are capable
of ranges in excess of 7,500 nautical miles; the narrow-body types
listed above are giving them a run for their money on sectors of
up to 4,700 nautical miles. They are capable of carrying a similar
number of passengers and can comfortably go Trans-Atlantic, the
busiest route in the world. The associated fringe benefits of using
narrow-body airplanes across the Atlantic are that they do not
have to go from ‘Hub-to-Hub’. They can operate from a large number of secondary airports in Europe to an even larger number of
secondary airports in the USA. They can also do Hawaii to continental USA, as also Tokyo to Hawaii and at a pinch, with a slightly
reduced payload from Sydney to Hawaii.
The major traffic benefit which will emerge is that terribly
busy hubs will de-congest. The number of transiting passengers
will reduce drastically. Journey times will reduce as the layovers
at the hubs will be done away with. The niche area of some of the
wide-body airplanes is slowly but surely being invaded by these
two narrow-body types. The ultra long haul sectors will remain
the exclusive domain of the wide-body airplanes, but in the eight
to ten-hour sectors, the narrow-body airplanes are here to stay.
The loss of revenue due to the inability of carrying cargo in
passenger flights will be offset by dedicated cargo airplanes. The
Boeing 747s and the A380s, retired from passenger carrying, are
slowly but steadily heading in the direction of being converted
into dedicated cargo airplanes. As far as airlines are concerned,
passenger traffic is unlikely to return to pre-Covid level for the
next few years. It is, without a doubt, far cheaper to haul 220-230
passengers in a 100-tonne airplane than a 230-tonne airplane. No
doubt, passengers will feel the pinch of lack of space and the comfort of the wide-body, but economics just may overtake passenger
comfort. Therefore, the distinction between the wide-body and
narrow-body airplanes is definitely and positively blurring. SP
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Aviation contributes
two per cent of humanmade CO2 emissions and
has challenged itself to
reduce net emissions even
while demand for air travel
and transport has grown
significantly

  by Sukhchain Singh

C

limate change has become a concern for
society now. Aviation contributes two per cent of
human-made CO2 emissions and has challenged itself to
reduce net emissions even while demand for air travel
and transport has grown significantly. The Air Transport
Action Group has pushed the aviation industry to become the
world’s first industrial sector to set an ambitious target: reduce
CO2 emissions to half of year 2005 levels by 2050 and to limit the
growth of net CO2 emissions by 2020.
There are three major technological elements to sustainable
aviation are:
l
Continuing to develop aircraft and engine design and tech-

nology for improvements in fuel efficiency and reduced CO2
emissions.
l
Supporting the commercialisation of sustainable, alternate
aviation fuels.
l
Developing radically new aircraft and propulsion technology
and accelerating technologies that will enable the ‘third generation' of aviation.
Other factors, such as efficient air traffic management and
aircraft routing that minimises fuel consumption also have a
vital part to play. Additionally, the industry has made some significant progress on reducing noise and other environmental
impacts.

PHOTOGRAPH: Airbus

Environmentally Friendly Electric Green Taxiing System (EGTS)
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 AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY. For the last 40 years, aircraft and engine technology has
reduced CO2 emissions by one per cent per passenger mile. This
has been the result of significant investments in R&D in materials,
aerodynamic efficiency, digital design and manufacturing methods,
turbo-machinery developments and aircraft systems optimisation.
SUSTAINABLE AVIATION FUELS. Aviation will continue
to rely on liquid fuels as the fundamental energy source for larger
and longer-range aircraft for the foreseeable future. Even under the
most optimistic forecast for electric-powered flight, regional and
single-aisle commercial airplanes will continue operating with jet
fuel for decades to come. Therefore, the development of Sustainable
Aviation Fuels that use recycled rather than fossil-based carbon
and meet strong, credible sustainability standards is an essential
component of a sustainable future. What is needed is government
support around the world for technology development, production facility investment, and fuel production incentives. The global
aviation industry is closely working with fuel producers, operators,
airports, environmental organisations and government agencies to
bring these fuels into widespread aviation use well ahead of 2050.
THE THIRD GENERATION OF AVIATION. Aviation’s
third generation leap is enabled by advances in new architectures, advanced engine thermodynamic efficiencies, electric and
hybrid-electric propulsion, digitisation, artificial intelligence,
materials and manufacturing. Larger aircraft will begin to benefit
from novel designs that will further improve efficiency through
management of aircraft drag and distributing propulsion in new
ways. New materials will enable lighter aircraft, further improving
efficiency. This third generation in aviation promises a positive
impact on lives around the globe.
Aircraft entering service in the next few years will have the
same overall configuration as their predecessors. However,
they will be equipped with retrofits, serial upgrades and newly
designed components and systems, which allow them to have a
higher fuel efficiency performance. Another group of new fuelefficient technologies are under development and planned to be
used in new aircraft types in the near future and do not require
radically new aircraft configurations.
INDIVIDUAL TECHNOLOGIES. The main contributions
to fuel efficiency in evolutionary aircraft design are in the areas of
aerodynamics, new engine architecture and systems.
AERODYNAMICS. Aerodynamic technology has been progressing continuously throughout the past decades to produce
new designs with significantly reduced drag. An aerodynamic
technology that has been pursued over many years and has
recently made new progress in development is Laminar Flow Control. This technology allows considerable drag reduction by preventing turbulences in the airflow over the surface of the aircraft.
Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) Control achieves laminar flow
only by designing the surfaces of the wings and other aircraft parts
with a suitable shape. This technology is being studied in the project Breakthrough Laminar Aircraft Demonstrator in Europe. Since
September 2017, flight tests have been conducted with an A340
test aircraft on which the outer wing sections, of about ten metres
width, were replaced by laminar profiles. The size of the laminar
sections is representative of the wing dimensions of typical narrow-body aircraft that are likely to apply the laminar flow technol-

ogy first. From the test flight results, the fuel saving potential of
NLF for an 800-nautical mile flight would be around 4.6 per cent.
Another way to create laminar flow conditions is Hybrid
Laminar Flow Control (HLFC), which uses boundary-layer suction to maintain laminar flow over the aircraft surface. This technology is particularly suited for swept wings and fins. NASA, in
the framework of its Environmentally Responsible Aviation (ERA)
research programme, carried out a series of test flights on a Boeing 757 equipped with a HLFC system to evaluate the dependence
of laminar conditions on factors such as surface manufacturing,
suction devices and surface coatings to prevent contamination.
NEW ENGINE ARCHITECTURE. The most significant
contribution to fuel burn reduction comes from new engine technologies. These engines have higher By-Pass-Ratios (BPRs) than
previous engine models. In the case of regional jets and singleaisle aircraft such as the MRJ, the Embraer E2 family, A220 (formerly C series), A320neo and 737 MAX, new engines operating on
these aircraft have a BPR of 9 to 12, which allow fuel burn reduction of about 15 per cent compared to earlier engines with a BPR
of typically five to six. New engines for wide-body aircraft including A330neo and Boeing 777-9 reduce fuel burn by ten per cent
compared to previous engines. The GE9X engine, which powers
Boeing’s new 777X aircraft, is considered to improve fuel efficiency by ten per cent relative to the GE90-115B engine.
Rolls-Royce is working on two new efficient designs planned
for launch in 2020 and 2025, respectively: The Advance and the
UltraFan engines. The Advance engine presents a three-shaft
architecture with a new high-pressure core. The UltraFan is a step
further using the Advance core but with a two-shaft configuration
coupled to a geared turbofan. The Advance Engine is expected to
have at least 20 per cent reduction in fuel burn and CO2 emissions
relative to the Trent 800.
Safran is working on Ultra-High-Bypass Ratio (UHBR) turbofan
engines with a bypass ratio of at least 15. The design makes extensive use of lightweight composite materials. The UHBR is expected
to have five to ten per cent fuel efficiency relative to the LEAP engine
used as for example, in the A320neo family, or 20 to 25 per cent to
conventional engines in the narrow-body category. In the US, new
engine designs are being produced under the CLEEN II national
research programme. Currently, the open-rotor design, boundarylayer ingestion and electric aircraft are the most prominent innovations when it comes to aircraft propulsion technologies.
AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS. Advances in aircraft systems can
reduce fuel consumption considerably in current aircraft configurations. Aircraft taxiing offers high fuel saving potential through new
aircraft systems. Safran has developed an electric taxiing system
called - Electric Green Taxiing System (EGTS) consisting of electric
motors mounted in the main landing gear wheels, which allow taxiing without using the main engines or a towing vehicle. An Auto

The aviation industry is
committed to driving the
sustainability of aviation to
make the world a brighter and
safer place
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NASA used a remotely-controlled flight testbed called Prototype Technology-Evaluation Research Aircraft, or PTERA, to test the shape memory alloy
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Transformer Rectifier Unit is envisaged as a low-weight power supply
for the EGTS which converts 115V AC produced by the aircraft’s Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) to 540V DC required by the EGTS motors.
Fuel cells produce electric energy from oxygen in ambient air
and gaseous hydrogen. These are environmentally friendly as they
generate neither noise nor pollutant emissions; only clean water.
Fuel cells could replace the APU and power various onboard systems such as engine start-up, ventilation, flight controls, lighting,
ovens and in-flight entertainment. These can robustly operate
over the duration of a long-haul flight in all conditions. Safran
is currently working on the development of this technology for
commercial flight applications. Depending on operational conditions, fuel savings are predicted to be between one and five per
cent. However, fuel cells require a regular supply of hydrogen
as fuel. Therefore, the implementation of fuel cells for onboard
power supply in future aircraft will be possible only once a worldwide hydrogen supply structure is being built up as a clean energy
source for the industry. With the current progress in renewable
energy, this may well happen within the next decade.
NOVEL AIRCRAFT CONCEPTS. The major trends in the
development of future more efficient aircraft are in novel aircraft
configurations as well as revolutionary propulsion technologies,
materials and structures. While all current commercial aircraft
have a conventional tube-and-wing configuration, novel configurations with higher fuel efficiency are also considered for future
airframes. Design concepts currently seen as most promising by
research establishments include strut-braced wing, blended wing
body, double-bubble and box-/joined-wing aircraft. All these
designs are significantly more environmentally friendly than conventional aircraft. Traditional aircraft manufacturers such as Airbus and Boeing, as well as specialised start-up companies such as
Zunum Aero and DZYNE, research institutions and academia are
working on a variety of novel concepts.
In October 2020, Airbus announced that it had completed Phase
2 of its Albatross ONE programme with revolutionary wing tips. The
concept behind its implementation on the large-scale model of an
Airbus airliner is simple. The tips, instead of falling to the hazards of
turbulence and wind shear, adjust in real time to the air like the Alba20
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tross, preventing the tips from approaching stall thereby stabilising
flight in the entire flight envelope from high-speed cruise down to
approach. The benefits are improved fuel economy, fewer and less
extreme bumps for the passengers and improved safety margins.
REVOLUTIONARY STRUCTURE AND MATERIALS. While a considerable amount of weight reduction has
been achieved through the use of composite materials and light
metal alloys, researchers are looking into revolutionary materials that would offer even better weight efficiency and increased
aircraft performance. In its Span-wise Adaptive Wing project,
NASA is currently investigating aircraft wings that can adapt to
each flight phase by modifying the shape of different parts of the
wings, with the aim of reducing weight and drag, thus improving fuel efficiency. A revolutionary material is the Shape Memory
Alloy, a nickel-titanium alloy that can be “trained” to return to its
initial shape after a deformation when heated.
Another promising technology is the morphing wing that is under
study by NASA and MIT. This new wing architecture could greatly
simplify the manufacturing process and reduce fuel consumption by
two to eight per cent by improving the wing aerodynamics, as well
as its manoeuvering capabilities. The morphing mechanism would
comprise the whole wing, which would be covered by a skin made
of overlapping pieces reminiscent of scales or feathers. The ability to
de-form a wing shape to do pure lift and roll would increase flight
efficiency and in turn reduce fuel burn. In addition, wind-tunnel tests
of this structure showed that it matches the aerodynamic properties
of a conventional wing at about one-tenth of its weight.
CALL TO MAKE THIS FUTURE TOGETHER. The
future of aviation is bright. There must be public and private commitment to establish a sound regulatory foundation to address
the widespread SAFs commercialisation as a low hanging fruit.
The aviation industry is committed to driving the sustainability of
aviation to make the world a brighter and safer place. Yet, in addition to the significant efforts by the industry it will depend on the
coordinated support from policymakers, regulators and governments working together to make aviation sustainable and play an
even bigger role in global community. SP
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NASA indicates that with
advanced aerodynamics,
structures and geared
turbofans, fuel savings of up
to 50 per cent by 2025, is
possible and up to 60 per cent
by 2030
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  by Anil Chopra

T

he turbofan engine market is dominated
by a handful of mostly Western players. These are
General Electric, Rolls-Royce, Pratt and Whitney, in
order of market share. General Electric and Safran of
France have a joint venture, CFM International. Pratt
& Whitney also has a joint venture known as International Aero
Engines with Japanese Aeroengine Corporation and MTU Aero
Engines of Germany. Pratt & Whitney and General Electric have

a joint venture, Engine Alliance. There are others such as Honeywell Aerospace and some Russian, Ukrainian and Chinese
engine companies.
Engine fuel efficiency has a direct impact on total fuel consumption and in turn, on the cost of airline operations. As per the
International Air Transport Association (IATA) fuel fact sheet,
the global airline industry’s fuel bill estimated to have totalled
$188 billion in 2019, accounted for around 23.7 per cent of operSP’S AIRBUZ • Issue 1 • 2021
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ating expenses. Major engine manufacturers are adopting measures to
improve fuel efficiency.
GE AVIATION ENGINES. With
more than 33,000 engines in service,
General Electric Aviation has the largest share of the turbofan engine market. The CF6 engine family is the cornerstone of the wide-bodied engine
aircraft business for 45 years. GE90
engine family with composite fan
blades, powers all Boeing 777 models. GE90-115B has a thrust of 115,300
lbs. GE9X is the most fuel-efficient jet
engine GE has ever produced on a perpounds-of-thrust basis. It is designed
to deliver a ten per cent improved fuel
burn compared to the GE90-115B.
The GEnx is the fastest-selling, highthrust jet engine with over 2,700-plus
engines in-service and on order. Based
on proven GE90 architecture, the
GEnx engine offers up to 15 per cent
improved fuel efficiency and 15 per
cent less CO2 emission compared to
GE’s CF6 engine. It powers the Boeing
787 Dreamliner as also the four-engine
Boeing 747-8. The GP7200 engine
comes in collaboration with Pratt & Whitney and powers the A380.
ROLLS-ROYCE. Rolls-Royce is famous for Trent series of
high-bypass turbofan engines that have been in service for 25
years on the Airbus A330, A340, A350, and A380, as well as the
Boeing 777 and the 787 Dreamliner. Its first variant, the Trent 700,
was introduced on the Airbus A330 in 1995; Trent 800 for the Boeing 777 in 1996; the Trent 500 for the A340 in 2002; the Trent 900
for the A380 in 2007; the Trent 1000 for the Boeing 787 in 2011;
the Trent XWB for the A350 in 2015 and the Trent 7000 for the
A330neo in 2018. The Trent 7000, compared to the Trent 700 that
powers the A330, doubles the bypass ratio to 10:1 and halves the
emitted noise level. Fuel consumption is improved by 11 per cent.
PRATT & WHITNEY. With over 13,000 large commercial
engines installed today, Pratt & Whitney is third behind GE and
Rolls-Royce in market share. It is now a subsidiary of Raytheon
Technologies. The JT9D engine powered the original Boeing 747
Jumbo jet. The PW4000 series is the successor to the JT9D and
powers some Airbus A310, Airbus A300, Boeing 747, Boeing 767,
Boeing 777, Airbus A330 and MD-11 aircraft. The PW4000 has
three variants with different fan diameters varying from 94-inch to
112-inch powering different aircraft including the Boeing 777. The
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Engine fuel efficiency has a
direct impact on total fuel
consumption and in turn, on
the cost of airline operations
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Pratt & Whitney PW4000-112 Engine

GTF engine, with its revolutionary Geared Fan Technology (GTF),
is delivering game-changing economic and environmental performance and powers Airbus A220, the Airbus A320neo family and
Embraer E190-E2. It is being tested on the Mitsubishi Regional Jet
(MRJ) and Irkut MC-21. The GTF-powered A320neo has achieved
a 16 per cent reduction in fuel consumption, a 75 per cent reduction in noise footprint and a 50 per cent reduction in nitrogen
oxide emissions. V2500 engines offer the most advanced technologies in the 22,000 to 33,000 pound thrust range. The 70,000-pound
thrust GP7200 engine is derived from two of the most successful
wide-bodied engine programmes, the PW4000 and GE90 families.
The twin-spool axial flow turbofan powers the Airbus A380.
CFM INTERNATIONAL. CFM International is a joint venture between GE Aircraft Engines and SNECMA of France. They
have created the very successful CFM56 series, used on Boeing
737, Airbus A340, Airbus and A320 family of aircraft. CFM56 has
a 60 per cent share of the A320neo market. CFM also makes the
famous Leading Edge Aviation Propulsion (LEAP) engines. LEAP’s
basic architecture includes a scaled-down version of Safran’s low
pressure turbine used on the GEnx engine and makes greater use
of composites. The engine has some of the first FAA-approved
3D-printed components. LEAP powers the A320neo, Boeing 737
MAX and COMAC C919.
POLICY AND OPERATING ISSUES. The FAA Modernisation and Reform Act of 2012 brought in the need for aviation
fuel Research and Development and review of energy and environment related issues. Fuel-efficient engines remain the most
important factor, but other factors such as airframe design,
cruise speed choice also make a favourable impact on the fuel
efficiency of airlines.
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those for actuation or air conditioning are already being replaced by
electrical systems to save weight
and improve reliability. Each 787
can produce around 1,000kVA for
onboard systems, markedly more
than previous-generation models.
Onboard power storage has also
grown significantly. Boeing will initially develop an electrically powered ten-seater aircraft and an electrically powered 180-seat short-haul
aircraft is expected by 2027.

CFM56-7B Engine

ENGINE TECHNOLOGY. The Adaptive Cycle Engine
(ACE), unlike traditional engines with fixed airflow, is a variable cycle engine that will automatically alternate between a
high-thrust mode for maximum power and a high-efficiency
mode for optimum fuel savings. ACE is designed to increase
aircraft thrust by up to 20 per cent, improve fuel consumption
by 25 per cent and to extend range by over 30 per cent. The
ADaptive Versatile ENgine Technology (ADVENT) programme
is an aircraft engine development programme with the goal of
developing an efficient adaptive cycle or variable cycle, engine
for next-generation aircraft. Rolls-Royce, GE Aviation and Pratt
and Whitney are major participants in the programme. Growth
of computer technology and the microelectronics revolution allows full-authority electronic digital control of aircraft
engines. The smart engine has huge magnitude of computational power that supports improved engine efficiency and
reduces fuel consumption.

PHOTOGRAPH: CFM

ELECTRIC PROPULSION. There are challenges and
opportunities for more-electric aircraft of the Boeing 787 or
Airbus A350 class. Hydraulic and pneumatic systems such as

The smart engine has huge
magnitude of computational
power that supports improved
engine efficiency and reduces
fuel consumption

ICAO AND IATA PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP. The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) states
that with technological advancements, airliners consume 80 per
cent less fuel today than they did in
1960. This ratio has been dropping
by one to two per cent annually. At
the 2010 ICAO meeting, two goals
for aviation were identified: two per
cent fuel savings per year up to 2020
and neutralisation of carbon value
as specified in Paris. A three per
cent fuel saving target for each year
was set for IATA member airlines. The IATA technology roadmap envisions reductions in engine fuel consumption, compared to baseline aircraft in service in 2015. This is in addition to savings due aircraft configuration and aerodynamics.
It expected reduction by ten to 15 per cent from higher pressure and bypass ratios, lighter materials, implemented by
2020, 20 to 25 per cent from high pressure core and ultra-high
bypass ratio geared turbofan, between 2020 and 2025, 30 per
cent from “open rotors” from 2030 onwards, 40 to 80 per cent
from Hybrid electric propulsion depending on battery use,
from 2030 to 2040, and up to 100 per cent due to fully electric propulsion (primary energy from renewable source) from
2035 to 2040.
THE WAY AHEAD. NASA indicates that with advanced
aerodynamics, structures and geared turbofans, fuel savings
of up to 50 per cent by 2025, is possible and up to 60 per cent
by 2030, with new ultra-efficient configurations and propulsion. By 2030, hybrid-electric architectures may be ready for
100-seater airliners. Engines embedded in the tail to ingest the
low-energy fuselage boundary layer flow and re-energise the
wake to reduce drag, are being considered by several designers.
Boeing’s ecoDemonstrator programme is meant to enhance
safety and reduce fuel consumption, emissions and noise.
The Airbus/Rolls-Royce E-Thrust is a hybrid electric with a
gas turbine engine and electric ducted fans with high energy
storage batteries. Empirical Systems Aerospace (ESAero) is
developing the 150-seat ECO-150 concept for turbo-electric
distributed propulsion with two turbo-shaft engines mounted
on the wing and driving generators powering ducted fans and
improving propulsive efficiency to achieve 20 to 30 per cent
fuel savings. SP
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Pratt & Whitney PurePower Geared Turbofan Engine

Pratt & Whitney

PurePower
Engines

The Pratt & Whitney
PurePower Geared Turbofan
Engine introduced dramatic
improvements in propulsive
efficiency and noise reduction

  by Sukhchain Singh

P
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ratt & Whitney PurePower Engines comprise
two aero-engine families, the PW800 engine family and the
PW1000G or Geared Turbo Fan (GTF) engine family. Common between the PW800 and PW1000G engine families is
the PurePower engine core which is a high-performance
core built for the demands of high-cycle, short-haul operation.
FAMILY CORE. It is a state-of-the-art engine-core that is
fully capable from 10,000 to 40,000 pounds of thrust. Scaling the
engine core over this range had been enabled by the GTF engine
architecture. GTF engines can slow the fan rotation while greatly
increasing the speed of the low-pressure modules, the Low-Pressure Compressor (LPC) is able to “supercharge” the air before it
enters the High-Pressure Compressor (HPC). In turn, that means
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fewer HPC stages are required to achieve the same level of performance. The end result for operators is that lighter-weight
core with fewer parts, which is easier to maintain, with hundreds
fewer aerofoils and fewer Life-limited Parts (LLPs) are required.
All this with the same core across two families of engines gives
operators the benefit of higher maturity that comes with many
hours of operations. The GTF family offers double-digit improvements in fuel consumption, noise, environmental emissions and
operating costs. The GTF-powered A320neo provides 16 per cent
better fuel efficiency from prior-generation engines, 75 per cent
reduction in noise footprint and a 50 per cent reduction in regulated emissions.
Over 50 operators across the globe have installed GTF engines
on 875 planes in the five years since the new technology became
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available. With engine options ranging from 14,000 pounds of
thrust to 33,000 pounds, GTF has become a source of propulsion on five families of aircraft, including both the Airbus A220
( formerly Bombardier’s C-Series) and the A320. Pratt & Whitney’s website says a GTF engine takes off somewhere around the
world every 30 seconds and while that number may have been
reduced by the COVID-19 Pandemic, it is worth noting that 80
per cent of the A320 fleet which carries most of the installed GTF
engines, has already returned to service. Pratt & Whitney has
orders and/or commitments in hand for 10,000 Geared Turbofans
and these numbers are likely to rise fast as the Pandemic recedes.
This is just the beginning for the Geared Turbofan. In the future,
Pratt & Whitney will, in all likelihood, make additional gains in
thermal efficiency, application of advanced materials and other
engine features as it scales up the technology for larger aircraft.
The after-sales service is enabled by the latest advances in engine
health management and advanced analytics with support delivered through a global network and local representatives. The
next-generation data acquisition and predictive analytics tools,
eFAST™ technology, enable them to help predict and prevent
future maintenance issues. There are 18 MRO centres worldwide
that are supported by over 150 dedicated field representatives.
TEETHING issueS. Two sets of issues were faced on these
engines. First was the response of other engine parameters, components and control systems to the new variable fan speed. Second was the new mechanical stresses that the gearing mechanism
generates. The new stresses especially affected the low-pressure
compressor and turbine, leakages in the air seal in the third bearing and heightened wear on the turbine. A re-designed piston seal
in the high-pressure compressor has been introduced to address
the concern of transient vibration.
At present, apart from the various modified seals and bearing dampers, a modified main gearbox has been made mandatory
along with a modified third-stage low-pressure turbine. In addition,
no engine that has been removed is accepted back from overhaul/
maintenance without these. Pratt & Whitney has tied up with Air
India Engineering Services Ltd. (AIESL) to maintain the PW1100GJM engines at its facility in Mumbai.
EXTENDED
DIVERSION
TIME
OPERATIONS
(EDTO). The Pratt & Whitney engines suffered multiple malfunctions which led to in-flight shutdowns. This forced the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) to restrict EDTO operations of A320 and A321Neo aircraft, primarily operated by IndiGo
and GoAir. Restrictions on EDTO meant that these two carriers
were forced to use older A320 CEO aircraft that consume more
fuel or take a longer route to destinations such as Kuala Lumpur,
Singapore, Bangkok, Phuket and Muscat, which extend beyond
the 60-minute flight range from the nearest alternative airport.
The approval for EDTO operations comes after IndiGo has successfully completed mandatory replacement of P&W engines

It is a state-of-the-art enginecore that is fully capable from
10,000 to 40,000 pounds of
thrust

turbine blades built with titanium with sturdier engine turbine
blades made with a nickel-chromium alloy before the August 31,
2020, deadline set by the aviation regulator.
IndiGo had also been asked to modify its take-off practice
of using maximum thrust, which exerts greater stress on the turbines, with the airline recording more turbine failures than other
carriers. GoAir, on the other hand, used a gentler lower-thrust socalled “alt-climb” approach. While IndiGo’s approach may use less
fuel, it has its side effects. Due to the glitches, IndiGo, in 2019, had
decided to switch from PW engines, placing a $20 billion order
instead with rival CFM, a venture between General Electric Co
and France’s Safran SA.
COMPOSITES IN PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT. The Pratt & Whitney PurePower Geared Turbofan
Engine introduced dramatic improvements in propulsive efficiency and noise reduction. To continue improving the overall efficiency of engines, further improvements to thermal
efficiency have been targeted. Ceramic Matrix Composites
(CMCs) is one technology that offers significant promise. The
higher operating temperature of CMCs compared to current

PW1000G Engine

state-of-the-art single crystal castings, will enable the reduction
or elimination of component cooling air and may also enable
higher combustion temperatures thereby increasing thermal
efficiency. While CMCs offer tremendous promise, the cost of
CMCs is a significant challenge.
Notably, Pratt & Whitney introduced the PW1000G geared
turbofan engine family without CMCs, using instead single-crystal nickel alloys and advanced Thermal Barrier Coatings (TBC).
CMCs with advanced TBC, also called Environmental Barrier
Coatings, or EBCs, offer a significant improvement. Could the
CMC aerofoils which are to be produced in Pratt & Whitney’s new
Asheville plant debut on a PW1000G upgrade in development
for the Airbus A321XLR? Announced in June 2019, The XLR is a
stretched version of the A321 that offers 15 per cent more range
than the previous stretched model and 30 per cent lower fuel burn.
According to Pratt & Whitney, its aerofoil facility in Asheville will
create 800 new jobs through 2027 in Buncombe County. The new,
state-of-the-art facility will implement best-in-class manufacturing technologies and processes embodying industry 4.0 manufacturing principles and will complement existing turbine aerofoil
work that is done across Pratt & Whitney’s facilities. SP
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HyDiag- Automated flight control actuator diagnostics procedure

Digital Twins in
Aerospace –

A Paradigm
Shift

Using a digital twin,
engineers can accurately
determine the life of
structural components and
this information can be used
to improve performance,
generate savings or increase
operational flexibility

PHOTOGRAPHs: Lufthansa Technik

  by Sukhchain Singh

G

eneral Electric defines, “A Digital Twin is
a dynamic digital representation of an industrial asset
that enables better understanding and prediction of
the performance of machines.” Advanced technologies are now blurring the lines between the physical
and digital worlds and increasingly enabling aircraft operators to
extend the life of their fleet. Using a digital twin, engineers can
accurately determine the life of structural components and this
information can then be used to improve performance, generate
savings or increase operational flexibility.
26
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Use Cases. Digital twin technology has been implemented for some time now across organisations. NASA has
been using software replicas of its spacecraft for decades. It is
believed that the successful return of the 1970 Apollo 13 mission
after the oxygen tank exploded was orchestrated by the agency’s
use of “mirrored systems” back on earth. The digital twin of the
Lockheed Martin Block IIR GPS satellite, known as a SatSim, was
built in 2018 for the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Center.
The SatSim has enabled the vulnerability scans and penetration
tests to be conducted on the whole GPS system, including the
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satellite, its ground control station and the radio frequency link
between them. Digital twin technology also has been used to
train AI to fly autonomous aircraft. AI pilots can get thousands
of hours of flight time on a digital simulation in a fraction of that
time and learn in days than what it takes, a human pilot, months
to experience.
In the aerospace industry, expenditure on maintenance and
repairs continues to increase in spite of aircrafts being built to
last longer, more durable engines, and innovations in maintenance techniques. To address the shortcomings of conventional
approaches, a paradigm shift of Digital twins is helping airlines
bridge the gap between the physical and the digital worlds. Its
ecosystem is created using ultra high-fidelity simulation software
which comprises the sensor and measurement technologies,
simulation and physics-based modelling, industrial Internet of
Things, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. Aircraft line
maintenance solutions are evolving rapidly in this new Avtar.
Determining which types of maintenance is required during
limited timeframes as task execution has always been a major
challenge for the airline industry. Today's aviation maintenance
software solutions make aircraft maintenance management easy
with digital twin software integration.

Modelling real-life systems and
processes using digital twins, is
becoming increasingly common
in the aviation industry

GE has already built digital twin components for its GE60
Engine family and has helped develop the world’s first digital twin
for an aircraft’s landing gear. Sensors placed on typical landing
gear failure points, such as hydraulic pressure and brake temperature, provide real-time data to help predict early malfunctions or
diagnose the remaining lifecycle of the landing gear.
At Boeing digital twins are used to design aircraft. Simulations
are run that predict the performance of various aircraft components over the lifecycle. As a result, Boeing engineers can predict
when components are expected to fail. According to the company
they have achieved a 40 per cent improvement rate in the first-time
quality of parts by using a digital twin. The company plans to digitise all of its engineering and development systems in the future
and also plans to share this information with its supply chain.
Another use case being explored for Boeing aircraft is using a
digital twin to achieve a perfect cargo load balance. For example,
a Boeing 737-800 has a maximum cargo load of 80,000 kilograms
but many planes fly with less cargo as weight figures are calculated manually. By using IoT sensors on a digital twin, a precise
and yet safe cargo load can be determined thereby increasing
cargo revenue per flight.
Concept of Digital Twin. Each asset has its own
digital twin and operational details can be accessed throughout the asset’s life. By collecting and exploiting in-service data
from the asset, enhanced predictions can be made regarding its
condition to increase its operational value. During the fatigue
analysis, a load spectrum is assumed and when combined with
the appropriate material data, the life of a component can be
determined. A digital twin approach, with appropriate sensors
added to the aircraft, enables the load spectrum to be continuSP’S AIRBUZ • Issue 1 • 2021
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ally updated based on the actual loads the aircraft experiences l Accessibility: Previously a digital twin may have been locked
and the resulting life prediction would be adjusted accordinto the control room of a factory or an organisation, but now
ingly. If the aircraft experiences lower loads during service,
data can be accessed anywhere from mobile devices.
more flights could be allowed, maintenance intervals could be
Essentially, a digital twin software is used to create a virtual
extended or spare parts taken from retiring aircraft. The reverse 3D model of the asset. This model can go through a range of
is also true. No data on the details of the actual components, simulated environments that the asset is likely to encounter. The
such as the detailed geometrical measurements, are required to flow of information from raw data to high-level understanding is
support this approach. It could be referred to as a low-fidelity propelled by data fusion techniques – sensor-to-sensor, sensortwin model characterised by a catalogue of the components in to-model, and model-to-model fusion – which are implemented,
the aircraft and dynamic input data. Given current technology, and will function, at different levels. A digital twin is designed for
the potential investment required for a low-fidelity approach, is one or more important systems, including airframe, propulsion
minimal. There are still many challenges to overcome, including & energy storage, life support, avionics, and thermal protection.
how to deal with missing data and verifying the robustness and Data is critical for creating an effective digital twin. If data perairworthiness of the approach. Indeed, this type of digital twin taining to the initial condition of the asset is available (system
is already in-use in civil aerospace by engine manufacturers for calibration details, component geometry, mechanical assemblies,
a variety of purposes.
etc.), it is possible to create a high-fidelity twin for the purpose of
If more data were available, a high-fidelity twin could be quality improvement.
populated and that further improvements in aircraft structure
Wide MRO Canvas. Digital twins can work in different
life-optimisation would be possible. A high-fidelity twin adds
detailed knowledge about the initial condition of the asset, such situations, applications and processes depending on the context
as detailed component geometry, mechanical assemblies and of the organisation. Component manufacturers, for example,
are primarily focused on
system calibration details,
individual components,
and updates these durwhile engine OEMs are
ing the asset’s life from
focussed on the engine
the collected data. A facas an entire asset. Heavy/
tory of the future using
base
maintenance
Industry 4.0 technology
inspectors and regulawould be able to populate
tors focus more on oversuch a high-fidelity digital
all maintenance business
twin automatically during
processes and standards,
manufacture.
and
this
continues
Modelling real-life systhrough to line maintetems and processes using
nance providers who pridigital twins is becommarily assess MRO data
ing increasingly common
Modelling real-life systems and processes using digital twins is becoming
and the airline/operain the aviation industry.
increasingly common
tor who in turn want to
Until recently, the focus
had been on improving production efficiency and performance form a digital twin of the entire aircraft. OEMs and MROs are
in engineering processes, from parts manufacturing to aircraft ideally placed to harness the ROI and benefits of digital twin
design. With the technology’s rapid evolution, the potential appli- technology to optimise their service offerings and business
cations are growing: fully-functional digital twins of entire airports performance. But to effectively implement a digital twin stratcould be just a few years away. SITA Lab is currently working on a egy requires the support of flexible enterprise software geared
fully functional digital twin of a US East Coast airport. When digi- towards data-driven decision-making.
tal twins become standard, airports will have an unprecedented
Crystal Ball Gaze. Digital twins will emerge in the
database to draw from. Airlines and airports could pool their
digital twin data across a shared network to optimise operational near future as one of the key IT tools in manufacturing induscommunications on a national or global scale. The digital twin of tries, revolutionise product development and product testing
digital twins’ concept will take time to evolve, vendors will start to in a wide variety of areas. Therefore, in the future almost every
compete not just on who has the best products, but who also has manufactured product could have its own digital twin as long
as it somehow generates data which can be captured and anathe most competent digital twins of those products.
lysed. This concept is known as a ‘digital triplet’ and will repreTechnology Driving the Twins. Advances in dig- sent the next stage of evolution of the digital twin. For example,
ital twin capabilities have been driven by four key technologies:
instead of having just one digital twin of a new aircraft for devell
IoT & Big Data: The proliferation of smart sensors on assets or opment purposes, the company will have a unique digital model
components combined with connected systems allows organ- for every aircraft it makes. These individual models can feed
isations to gain insights into live operational performance;
information from connected sensors in real time and AI analysis
l
Advanced analytics: Through machine learning, data can can be applied to make real time predictions about the product
be used to predict and simulate the future condition of assets; life cycle, predictive maintenance etc. Although achieving fullyl
Computing power: Cloud-based technology vastly improves functional digital twins will demand a premeditated and persisthe affordability and availability of the computing power tent effort to reap the rewards, it will be game-changing and can
required to run large-scale digital twin models;
deliver incredible results. SP
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With its innovation in human personal flight through its jet suit, Gravity industries, is presenting a revolutionary picture for human flight

Human flight, not a mere

adventure
sport

Gravity Industries’ Jet Suit
is constantly testing and
working on expanding its
usage commercially, medically
and to further greater flight
capabilities

PHOTOGRAPHs: Gravity Industries

  by Ayushee Chaudhary

H

uman imagination combined with technological innovation certainly knows no bound. From
the first flight that was taken in an aeroplane to consistent advancements that are now opening possibilities for personal flight. Technology is surely turning to
be the humans’ super power allowing them to fly around and feel
like super heroes straight from a Marvel movie. Not only is personal human flight a reality for entertainment or adventure, but it
is also actually expanding further to save lives.
In one such recent example, the Lake District in United Kingdom is headed towards becoming home to the world’s first Jet

Suit paramedic, owing to a collaboration between Gravity Industries and the Great North Air Ambulance Service (GNAAS). Gravity has developed and patented a 1050 brake horsepower Jet Suit
which recently took a test flight in the heart of the Lakes.
Gravity Industries founder and Chief Test Pilot Richard
Browning flew from the valley bottom to a simulated casualty
site on The Band, near Bowfell. The simulated casualty site would
take around 25 minutes to reach by foot while the Gravity Jet Suit
was able to cover that distance in 90 seconds, opening a range of
possibilities in the emergency response arena.
Browning added, “It was wonderful to be invited to explore
SP’S AIRBUZ • Issue 1 • 2021
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the capabilities of the Gravity Jet Suit in an emergency response
simulation. We are just scratching the surface in terms of what is
possible to achieve with our technology.”
Andy Mawson, Director of Operations and paramedic at
GNAAS said that the exercise had demonstrated the huge potential of utilising Jet Suits to deliver critical care services. “In a time
in healthcare when we are exhausted with COVID and its effects,
it’s important to still push the boundaries. We think this technology could enable our team to reach some patients much quicker
than ever before. In many cases this would ease the patient’s suffering. In some cases, it would save their lives,” he added.
Gravity Industries that was founded in 2017 and is led by the
founder Browning who dared to ask ‘what if ’. With its innovation
in human personal flight through its jet suit, Gravity industries, is
presenting a revolutionary picture for human flight.
The Jet Suit experience. Browning who has been
flying the Jet suit says, “It is hard to describe what it feels like
because it is such an intense dream-like experience. As you
squeeze that trigger and feel the thrust come in, in a very gentle
but powerful way and you feel your weight get lighter and lighter
off your feet and then suddenly you free, the ties of gravity fall
away and it’s just peaceful, and then you realise you can go anywhere you want. You can simply think about where you want to
go and you go there, it is the ultimate realisation of the dream of
human flight.”
The Jet Suit is the Mk2 Gravity Jet Suit. “We employ polymer,
aluminium and titanium 3D printing processes to manufacture
the system. The Mk2 consists of a pair of micro jet engines on
each arm situated just below the elbow and between them it
feels like the thrust is coming up through your arms. Then
there is the larger engine on the back, either side of the larger
engine we have twin fuel bladders which hold jet fuel or road
diesel and can hold around 20 ltrs of fuel. Between those five
engines there is enough thrust to lift a human off the ground,”
Browning added.
The Jet Suit is controlled by vectoring, meaning one can control the flight by altering the direction of the arms. The Suit can
typically fly for approximately 3-4 minutes and when fully fuelled
it weighs around 30 kg. It is 1050bhp and produces 144 kg of

The Jet Suit is controlled by
vectoring, meaning once can
control the flight by altering
the direction of the arms.
The Suit can typically fly for
approximately 3-4 minutes and
when fully fuelled it weighs
around 30 kg. It is 1050bhp and
produces 144 kg of thrust. The
current record for fastest flight
speed of the Jet Suit is 136 km/h
/ 85 mph.
30
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Jet Suit

Jet Suit Specifications
Launched

April 1, 2017

Started as a Jet Suit with one engine
Currently there are five built suits
Turbines

Five

Fuel

Jet A1 or Premium Diesel

Engine

1050bhp / 144 kg

Fight Time

Typically 1-3 minutes, up to 4 depending on conditions

Speed

Max forward speed is typically in excess of 50mph

Typical pilot weight not more than 85 kg with current Jet Suit
RPM

120,000

Altitude limit

Technically 12,000 ft but limited for safety reasons

thrust. The current record for fastest flight speed of the Jet Suit is
136 km/h / 85 mph. The flight time for the Jet Suit is typically 1-3
minutes, up to 4 depending on conditions and the altitude limit is
technically 12,000 ft but limited for safety reasons.
Browning ensures that the Jet Suit is remarkably safe. However,
he adds that its biggest risk is the pilot deciding to fly unsafely high
over unsafe terrain. For this reason we limit the majority of our flying
to over grass, water or low altitude, so the risk of failure is minimised
and not dissimilar to falling off a motorcycle. We also never fly over
people or property, which further mitigates any potential incidents.
The fuel we use is jet fuel or road diesel, both of which are,
non-volatile fuels and are far less dangerous than gasoline. Jet
fuel, for example, does not have a tendency to form a vapour
cloud and is very stable, which is the reason jet fuel is used in
aircraft. There is no heat issue as it does not percolate through or
transmit through the equipment and the only heat coming from
the Suit is from the exhaust which doesn’t come anywhere near
the pilot and loses energy very quickly.
Commercial plans for Jet Suit. Talking about
the commercial roll-out plan, Browning believes that they have
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More about the Jet Suit with
Gravity Industries founder and Chief Test Pilot Richard Browning
Q: How far could one travel, before the suit needs to be
serviced or refuelled?
Ans: Range depends on a number of factors including pilot
weight, air temperature, payload and cruise speed. Most of our
100+ events across 31 countries over the last three years have
seen us usually need to fly for only a couple of minutes, the experience is that intense and the speed and manoeuvrability we
have allowed us to cover even the biggest crowd frontages several times in that window. However we can comfortably double
that flight time and the latest Mk3 Suit can do more like 6-8
minutes if necessary. Over water we can comfortably cruise at
60mph (max recorded is 85) so it follows we are able to cover a
mile per minute of flight time.
Servicing of the engines is highly dependent on the conditions
they run in. If hot, dusty and gritty then, like a helicopter operating
in a desert, they need far more frequent maintenance. But typically, the Jet Suit can run for a dozen flights a day for several days
without any maintenance required, although we constantly monitor and assess for early signs of problems.
Q: What’s the longest anyone’s ever flown for? And do you
need permission from agencies like the police to fly it?
Ans: Longest flight has been approximately four minutes but
we can technically fly for much longer as above. As we do not
currently fall into any aviation categories we do not require
any permissions, we do work very closely with the CAA in the
UK and FAA in the US to ensure we respect the existing rules
and never pose a risk to other aviation, the public or private
property.

been extremely fortunate to have only run one somewhat accidental VC round where the Drapers invested $640k at the very
first event just prior to Ted 2017. The deal was signed on a $100
bill with the engines still cooling. Since then we have generated many millions of USD from a combination of commercial
events, training clients and delivering numerous media and promotional activations.
“It’s worth noting that when it comes to engineering we are
not afraid of failure in the relentless pursuit of progress, as long
as failure is recoverable. We take a similar approach to our business plan: we explore many commercial opportunities with the
resources we have generated. This allows out to rapidly determine commercial routes that generate revenue and stand-up in
the current economic environment without additional and excessive investment,” he added.

Gravity that carries on the ‘do
learn do’ approach, aims to
continue that and grow their
Race Series

Q: How heavy is it and what is the thrust to weight ratio?
Ans: The Suit itself weighs around 23 kg, we fly it typically with
an additional 8 kg of fuel. The thrust to weight ratio works out
to be around 1.3, which is slightly greater than any Jet Fighter
we are aware of.
Q: How does the Gravity Industries Jet Suit work?
Ans: Five gas turbine jet engines generate 1050bhp and 144 kg
of thrust to allow vertical lift and ultimately human propulsion
(VTOL technology). Unprecedented Directional flight control is
achieved by vectoring the arm engine thrust. The Jet Suit runs
on Jet Fuel or Diesel and can also run on Kerosene.
Q: The evolution of the suit from Mark 1 to the latest released version?
Ans: Fundamentally it began with testing the power of just 1 jet
engine, we then moved onto 2, quickly on to 4 engines, then 6.
Eventually began flying with 6 micro jet engines attached to the
body (one on the back of each leg and two on each arm). This
Mk1 Suit, otherwise known as the Daedalus, was a crude but
breakthrough starting point.
Constant evolution and enhancement has seen the development of the Mk2 which consolidated the leg engines into one larger engine on the back removing a lot of operating constraints and
improving control hugely. This Suit design has been seen in action
by millions all over the world and there are at least 6 operating at
any one time. The Mk3 Suit prototype is already flying and represents a huge leap in just about every aspect and was expected to
be revealed at the end of 2020. SP

Even when some routes do no pay them off commercially,
Browning believes that even those give them invaluable learning
for the way forward. He optimistically states that they are in “the
privileged and but also challenging position of drawing on a blank
canvas in this new industry of human flight. We have adopted this
approach with the International Race Series and commercial client training, which are our two most significant areas of activity
alongside public flight events.”
Gravity that carries on the ‘do learn do’ approach, aims to continue that and grow their Race Series.
When asked about the long-term plan, Browning states that
Gravity has never slowed down in the relentless pursuit of ever
greater flight capability. “We are committed to pushing the boundaries of what human and machine technology can achieve, and
hopefully inspire the next generation to also dare ask ‘what if ’!
Browning also adds that apart from medical, military, and
other streams, Gravity is more specifically focussing on the entertainment world. “Currently we offer commercial flight training
to those who wish to join the select few who have experienced
true human flight as part of our Flight Club at our home at the
world-famous Goodwood Estate. Our International Race Series
will offer a new dimension in sports entertainment, both live and
on our digital platforms, celebrating the human endeavour and
the spirit of adventure.” SP
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Indian Airline
Industry on the
Road to Recovery

PHOTOGRAPH: IndiainThailand / Twitter
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Around two months after
the imposition of total
lockdown for three weeks
commencing March 23, 2020,
domestic flights albeit with
much reduced frequency, were
permitted to operate

ne of the segments of the national economy lenging than domestic. This will hurt Air India in particular as
that has suffered most from a debilitating impact of around 60 per cent of its revenue is generated from international
the COVID-19 Pandemic in the year 2020, has been operations.” As per CAPA, as against 140 domestic and 65 million
the Indian civil aviation industry. This indeed was international passengers carried in financial year 2019-20 in India,
somewhat tragic as India has been among the fastest in the current financial year, the estimate is that India will see only
growing civil aviation markets in the world. The adverse effect 50 million domestic and 10 million international passengers.
on the financial position of companies in the civil aviation sector
While other sectors of the national economy may be able to
on account of the COVID-19 Pandemic, was further aggravated gradually recover from the setback, the Indian civil aviation indusby the fact that this devastating phenomenon came close on the try and particularly the Indian airline industry had been conheels of the global economic slowdown.
fronted with a situation where in the vey survivability especially of
The COVID-19 Pandemic has been particularly disastrous the private carriers was in serious jeopardy. The private carriers in
for the Indian airline industry as the total lockdown for three severe economic distress would need substantial financial assisweeks imposed with effect from March 23, 2020 that turned out tance from the government for them to survive. For the governto be rather prolonged, was a serious setback as it totally para- ment too, the situation created a serious dilemma as it has already
lysed the Indian airline industry. Barring a few airliners that were been burdened with Air India which its major financial liability
employed by the government from May 2020 onwards for special which only worsened on account of the COVID-19 Pandemic. Even
international passenger flights
the effort by the government to
under the Vande Bharat Missell off stake in the national carsion for repatriation of Indian
rier, continued to remain in the
citizens who were stranded
doldrums during the period of
abroad. Some of the airliners
the COVID-19 Pandemic.
were used for airlifting cargo
Around two months after
consisting of urgently required
the imposition of total lockmedical supplies to destinadown for three weeks comtions within India. This was
mencing March 23, 2020,
necessary as all airliners were
domestic flights albeit with
grounded as both domestic
much reduced frequency, were
and international flights were
permitted to operate. Internabanned. This came as a major
tional flights however, continfinancial trauma especially for
ued to remain banned. Despite
the private carriers that had
lifting of ban on domestic
already been operating in a very
flights, demand for air travel
The Indian airline industry is limping back to normalcy
highly competitive market and
in the domestic sector conhad very narrow profit margins
tinued to be very weak. Data
with strained balance sheets. These private carriers had no option on domestic travel for September last year indicated that there
but to lay off their employees or send them on leave without pay. was a drop in civil passenger air traffic by as much as 66 per cent.
In cases where there were no layoffs, drastic cuts were imposed by The Bengaluru-based Investment Information and Credit Rating
the airlines on the salaries and perks of the employees. Since the Agency (ICRA), in a report has stated that as a result of the travel
emergence of the private carriers on the scene in the wake of lib- restrictions and consequent adverse impact on passenger traffic
eralisation of the airline industry in the early 1990s, the COVID-19 due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, the Indian carriers will post net
Pandemic has perhaps been the most traumatic experience faced loss of about `21,000 crore during the financial year 2020-21.
by this segment of the Indian airline industry.
According to the Ministry of Civil Aviation, the domestic segWith the lifting of the lockdown, the Indian airline industry ment of the Indian airline industry is expected to return to norbegan to limp back to normalcy. The government entered into mal in the next two to three months. On January 10, 2021, with
agreement with as many as 24 countries under what was described 2.73 lakh passengers flying on that day, traffic reached a new high.
as “Air Bubble” arrangement to operate special flights. Scheduled After a depressing period of ten months, the tide has finally begun
international flights from and to India however, remained sus- to turn for the Indian airline industry. SP
pended. As per the Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA), “The
— B.K. Pandey
revival of overseas travel is expected to be slower and more chal32
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we at sp guide publications
(founded way back in 1964 by shri s.p. baranwal, founder publisher and founder editor)
are proud to state
First time,
SP Guide Publications participated in nomination process for
aerospace media awards in 2019
AND, sp guide publications emerged as a winning media with
seven articles nominated as finalists under 4 categories
whereas, aviation week & space technology group
had their five articles nominated as finalists
whereas, flightglobal group
had their five articles nominated as finalists
whereas, ihs jane’s group
had their two articles nominated as finalists

`100.00 (IndIa-based buyer only)

and indeed, sp guide publications is further proud to state
that it received the award: aerospace media awards - asia 2020 under
best propulsion submission
for the article “engine leasing” published in
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Aircraft spare engine leasing is separate from aircraft leasing because engines require more
intensive technical management
By Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)
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in general, the airline industry is capital intensive
and the aircraft used by it are high cost and long life assets.
Moreover, how these aircraft come to be flying with a particular airline is not always the result of a simple purchase form
the aircraft Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The most
common modus operandi is a sale and leaseback wherein a
tripartite agreement between the airline that originally booked
an aircraft with the OEM lets a leasing company buy it from the
OEM and then the airline leases it from the leasing company.
Payments to OEMs include options (amounts paid in advance
to book an aircraft purchase), purchase rights, deposits and
progress payments. While aircraft leases have been in vogue
ever since airlines started sprouting up, engine leasing market
started emerging only around three decades ago. At first glance,
leasing of an engine differentiated from purchase or lease of an
aircraft of which it is a part, appears befuddling, but there are
financial reasons for this to happen which have evolved from
experience over decades of commercial operations.

YEARS OF
APOLLO 11

photograph: www.SES.iE
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PAgE 5

ENGINE LEASING
It is customary for a car or a load carrying vehicle to be designed
to carry a single (the same) engine for its entire life; in contrast,
an aircraft engine is a replaceable part of the aircraft which gets
replaced several times during an airframe’s useful life, depending on aircraft type, utilisation rate, company policies, regulatory mandates and occasionally due to accidents/incidents. As
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aircraft down time is expensive in terms of lost revenue, airlines
generally maintain a number of spare engines to ensure aircraft are not grounded when engines are removed for normal
maintenance or as a result of failure. Prior to development of
the aircraft spare engine leasing business, airlines had to manage engine removals via spare engine ownership or expensive
emergency engine leasing. Aero engine leasing is not as old as
aircraft leasing and not long ago operators owned their engines
including the spare ones they needed. However, as engines
became more powerful and more technically advanced, their
costs also skyrocketed; in addition to initial costs, their maintenance costs also increased considerably. Engine leasing became
attractive for the same reasons as aircraft leasing in a capital
intensive, cost conscious resource milieu. When an aircraft is
acquired by an operator, it would normally establish an engine
life cycle management plan so as to maximise on wing time and
reduce workshop time to the minimum. This plan aims at finding a middle ground between airworthiness perspectives and
cost saving considerations over engine life cycle.
Aircraft spare engine leasing is separate from aircraft leasing because engines require more intensive technical management. Since engine overhauls are one of the largest airline operating cost segments, each overhaul must be closely managed.
Engine lessors work with airline customers to optimise the cost
and ready availability of spare engines at short notice. Pratt &
Whitney (P&W), a leading engine OEM has its engines mounted
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on more than 130 different aircraft types including regional air- aircraft from either another operator or a financial institution
liners, business jets, general aviation aircraft and helicopters. (the lessor). India has ratified the 1997 Article 83bis of the ConTo support this vast market and related Maintenance Repair & vention on International Civil Aviation 1944 which was the first
Overhaul (MRO) activities, P&W claims that it offers the largest substantial amendment of the Convention and came about in
engine rental and exchange pool of any engine OEM in the form response to industry growth and leasing trends. Under Article
of more than 850 engines worldwide to support its MRO activi- 83 bis, a bilateral agreement can be signed between the aviaties. The other leading engine OEM is CFM International, a 50/50 tion authorities of two contracting states and that agreement
joint company formed in 1974 by Snecma (Safran) in France and transfers and delegates the responsibility for the regulation and
GE in the US. Shannon Engine Support Limited (SES), a wholly- safety oversight of an aircraft in accordance with the requireowned subsidiary of CFM International, specialises in provid- ments of the state of registration from that state to the air transing spare engine lease solutions to CFM56 and LEAP operators port authorities in the airline’s home state. DGCA meticulously
around the globe. Headquartered in Shannon, Ireland, with maintains a register of aircraft with details of aircraft type,, year
marketing offices in Beijing and Budapest, SES has a portfolio of of manufacture, full name and address of the owner or lessor
over 200 CFM56 and LEAP spare engines, including CFM56-5B, and of the operator or lessee. The notable point is that there is
CFM56-7B, LEAP-1A and LEAP-1B engines. SES’ 13 strategic no engine-specific register in India to record separate registrapool locations give SES both the capacity and the reach to sup- tion title of an engine on an aircraft, whether maintained by
port airlines operating CFM engines worldwide. The Rolls-Royce DGCA or any other registry. The certificate of registration for the
& Partners Finance companies (collectively, the “RRPF Affili- aircraft does not include details of the engine(s) mounted on it.
ates”) are a collection of 50 per cent owned domestic and foreign
joint ventures with Rolls-Royce, another leading manufacturer of CONCLUDING REMARKS
commercial aircraft jet engines. The RRPF affiliates are primar- Aircraft engine leasing is a highly effective and economical alterily engaged in two business activities: lease financing of aircraft native even for large operators who own the majority of their
spare engines to a diverse group of commercial aircraft opera- engines as they too need leased engines in times of high unschedtors worldwide and sale-leaseback financing of aircraft spare uled engine removals ( UERs), Life Limited Parts (LLP) shop visengines to Rolls-Royce for use in their
its etc. The flexibility to plan removals,
engine maintenance programmes. GE
UERs, warranty issues etc, relies upon
Engine Leasing Holdings Incorporated
the use of leased assets. In reality,
is another big name in engine leasing
the cost of ownership versus leasing
It is pertinent to point
business. Besides these, there are dozcan make a huge financial impact on
ens of companies like Engine Lease
the operators. Although engines are
out that International
Finance and Willis Lease which have
increasingly reliable, they are complex
Civil Aviation
spare engines to lease out for lease
and when they are removed from airrentals include long term lease on the
craft for maintenance, repairs can take
Organisation has
one end and short term ones, even on
a long time to complete. Also, some
not provisioned for a
a daily basis, on the other. Perhaps
events such as bird strike cannot be
formal definition of the
the most dynamic part of the engine
predicted. Spare engines are a small
leasing market is the short term leassegment, around two percent, of the
term ‘lease’ in relation
ing segment in the newer narrow body
total aviation finance market.
to aircraft
engine types.
Digital technologies and Artificial Intelligence are helping airlines
reduce spare engine requirements by
INDIAN SCENARIO
accurately predicting engine removals,
Regrettably, India produces no commercial aircraft and its entire airline industry is reliant on but spare engines are vital as all engine removals cannot be preimport of foreign-built aircraft under lease or ownership. The dicted. Although no figure can be put on the number of spare
Indian scene is dominated by lease in contrast to ownership. engines required by an airline, the generally accepted ratio is
Aviation finance and leasing are not covered under any specific one for every ten in use. However, local conditions, airline finanlegislated Act in India, but are governed by Indian contract laws, cial health considerations and operational models may dictate
Indian company laws and Indian foreign exchange regulations. variations from this thumb rule. There is tough competition
Also, the (Indian) Aircraft Act, 1934, read with the (Indian) Air- amongst the engine leasing market players to provide more and
craft Rules, 1937 and the Civil Aviation Requirements (CARs) more attractive and innovative options to lessees. Cost focused
promulgated by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) airlines are increasingly able to reduce the required number of
from time to time, governs important aspects of aircraft leasing dedicated spare engines and where possible, rely on the spot
in India. In this context, it is pertinent to point out that Inter- market, pooling or engine availability services. These nonnational Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) has not provisioned dedicated spare engine services can in theory, increase overall
for a formal definition of the term ‘lease’ in relation to aircraft. asset utilisation across the market and reduce costs for airlines.
This is basically because national laws governing lease contracts Another healthy trend is availability of “green time” engines;
vary and the negotiating process results in individual variations the term refers to older engines with limited life remaining that
in the terms and conditions of aircraft leases since these are have been taken from aircraft that have been retired. These are
usually tailor-made to specific situations. However, ICAO’s Man- offered into the market by a used parts company and very often
ual on the Regulation of International Air transport (Doc 9626), they are held on the lessor’s books for very low values and it is
describes ‘aircraft leasing’ as the rental rather than purchase of possible for these lessors to offer the engines into the spot maraircraft by an aircraft operator from another operator or a non- ket at attractive short-term rental and utilisation rates. In genair operator entity. In essence, an aircraft lease is a contractual eral, the trends for the engine leasing market appear to favour
arrangement in which an aircraft operator (the lessee) rents an the airlines. SP
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